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PART I – OVERVIEW AND STATEMENT OF FACTS 

OVERVIEW 

1. This is the Respondents’ Joint Response to the arguments made by Ledcor and Station 

Lands.  The appeal in this case involves interpretation of the “faulty design and workmanship” 

exclusion commonly found in builders’ risk policies and other property policies.  Under this 

exclusion, the “cost of making good” faulty workmanship is excluded from coverage, but 

coverage is maintained for “resulting damage” not otherwise excluded by the policy. 

2. This exclusion has been considered many times by Canadian courts.  All of the decisions 

reach the same conclusion: 

a) Where the faulty design or workmanship results in damage to that part of the 

insured property which was faultily designed or worked on, the cost of repair is 

excluded from coverage. 

b) But where the faulty design or workmanship results in damage to some other part 

of the insured property, the cost to repair such “resulting damage” is covered by 

this Policy. 

3. In this case, the faulty workmanship was a poorly executed construction clean of exterior 

glass at the insured project.  As a result of poor execution of the construction clean, parts of the 

exterior glass were scratched.  And since the scratching was to the very part of the project on 

which the faulty workmanship was being carried out, the cost of repair should be excluded from 

coverage in accordance with well-established jurisprudence. 

4. The trial judge below held that the scratches to the windows were “resulting damage” 

which fell within the exception to the exclusion, and that cost of repair was therefore covered by 

the Policy.1 According to the trial judge, the excluded “cost of making good” the faulty 

workmanship was simply the cost of a proper window cleaning or, as the trial judge said, “the 

cost of having someone else do it right”. 

1 Respondents adopt this and other defined terms, where indicated, from the Station Lands and Ledcor facta. 
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5. This decision was contrary to the words of the Policy and to a long and consistent line of 

case law interpreting and applying the exclusion. 

6. On appeal, the Court of Appeal first decided to apply a correctness standard of review 

when considering the decision of the trial judge.  This approach is consistent with the decision of 

this Court in Sattva Capital Corp. v. Creston Moly Corp,2 and with subsequent appellate 

decisions which have recognized that a correctness standard is appropriate in some contract 

interpretation cases.  Specifically, the correctness standard should apply here, as the issue 

involves interpretation of a clause which is on commonly used standard language, which is 

subject to substantial prior judicial consideration, and where a decision regarding interpretation 

of the clause would have significant precedential value. 

7. The Court of Appeal overturned the trial judge’s decision concerning interpretation of the 

exclusion. The Court of Appeal properly held that the cost to repair the windows damaged by the 

faulty window cleaning was excluded from coverage. Since the damage was to the specific part 

of the insured property being worked on (i.e., the windows) and arose directly out of the poor 

cleaning, it fell within the exclusion and did not fall within the “resulting damage” exception to 

the exclusion. The Appeal Court’s interpretation of the exclusion is consistent with the words of 

the Policy, the governing principles of interpretation, and the prior case law interpreting the 

exclusion clause. 

8. In reaching this decision, the Appeal Court also articulated the “physical and systemic 

connectedness” test for the purpose of considering the border between excluded “cost of making 

good” and “resulting damage”.  In developing this test, the Court synthesized prior jurisprudence 

and considered the application of the exclusion in various scenarios. The resulting test is 

consistent with the wording of the exclusion, prior case law and the governing principles of 

interpretation, and should be endorsed by this Court. 

9. The outcome in this case should be the same whether the Appeal Court’s test is applied or 

not. This case involved poor execution of cleaning work requiring exercise of care and skill, 

2 2014 SCC 53 [“Sattva”], ABA Tab 21 and RBA Tab 34. Relevant excerpts omitted from the case at JBA Tab 21 
are included at RBA Tab 34. 
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where the only physical damage was scratching to the very windows on which the cleaning was 

being carried out. Whether this Court adopts the Appeal Court’s “physical and systemic 

connectedness” test or merely applies the well-established jurisprudence on the interpretation of 

the exclusion clause, the cost of repair in this case should be excluded from coverage under the 

Policy. 

FACTS 

10. The facts are not in dispute.  The matter proceeded on an agreed statement of facts, 

comprising 11 paragraphs, with 3 attachments: the Policy, the contract between Station Lands 

and the cleaning contractor, Bristol, and the denial letter issued on behalf of Respondents. 

11. The Policy is a builders’ risk policy on an Aon Reed Stenhouse Inc. form.  The named 

insureds are Station Lands, the project owner, and Ledcor, the construction manager retained by 

Station Lands.  Additional insureds, including contractors and sub-contractors, are referred to by 

general description (paragraph B of the declarations).  The Policy was in force from June 27, 

2008 to December 31, 2011, or formal acceptance of completion, if earlier.  The insured project 

is described as “property under construction known as Epcor Tower…Edmonton, Alberta”.  

Limits were approximately $243 million (later increased to $292 million). 

12. Insurers were, at the date of issuance of the Policy, Commonwealth Insurance Company, 

American Home Assurance Company and GCAN Insurance Company.3 

13. Numerous endorsements were issued during the term of the Policy amending the Policy 

terms and conditions.4 

14. The Policy provides cover as follows: 5 

3 Appellants refer to six insurers (See Ledcor Factum, para. 15).  There were three insurers.  Between the date of the 
Policy and the date of judgment at trial, Commonwealth Insurance Company became Northbridge Indemnity 
Insurance Company, GCAN Insurance Company became Royal & SunAlliance Insurance Company of Canada, and 
American Home Assurance Company became Chartis Insurance Company of Canada. 
4 See Appellants’ Joint Appeal Record (“JAR”) Tab 14, pp. 94 – 100. 
5 By Section A1, clause 2, JAR Tab 14, p. 68. 
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This policy section insures against “All Risks” of direct physical loss or 
damage except as hereinafter provided. 

15. The measure of indemnity, in the event of covered physical loss or damage, is described 

at Policy Section A1, clause 8, “Valuation” as follows: 

In the event of loss or damage by an insured peril to property insured, 
settlement shall include: 

(a) The cost repairing, replacing or reinstating (whichever is the least) 
the damaged property with new material of like kind and quality, 
without deduction for depreciation;  

… 

16. The Policy contains the following exclusion: 

4(A) Exclusions 

This policy section does not insure: 

… 

(b) The cost of making good faulty workmanship, construction, 
materials or design unless physical damage not otherwise excluded by this 
policy results, in which event the policy shall insure such resulting 
damage. 

17. Project specifications contain specific requirements with regard to cleaning exterior glass.  

Satisfactory cleaning was a requirement of substantial performance.6 

18. Effective June 16, 2011 Station Lands entered into an agreement with a sub-contractor 

with respect to carry out the required pre-acceptance construction clean (the “Bristol Contract”). 7   

The Bristol Contract included certain warranties and related terms, and included certain terms 

regarding insuring obligations, some of which are referred to in more detail below. 

19. Bristol’s scope of work is described at Appendix B to the Bristol Contract.  The scope 

incorporated the specifications referred to above and required Bristol to, among other things, 

6 Epcor Tower Project 4007, section 08900, Curtain Walls, s.3.6 and 3.7, schedule to Subcontract No. 1015344M-
110100 (JAR pp. 185 – 186). 
7 JAR Tab 14, p. 101 and see p. 146 for the scope of work. 
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remove all surface protection; remove “all accumulated dirt, paint specks, concrete or other 

foreign debris”; and to follow manufacturer’s recommendations in carrying out the construction 

clean. 

20. Bristol commenced work in approximately July 2011.  Bristol did not properly carry out 

its work.  Among other things, Bristol used dull or inappropriate blades on the windows, did not 

properly clean the blades during the course of its work, used a “non uni-directional” cleaning 

method and failed to conduct the cleaning in accordance with manufacturers’ instructions. 

21. As a result the windows were scratched.  The windows suffered “varying depth 

scratches”.8 

22. By letter dated March 20, 2012 adjusters, on behalf of Respondents, issued a denial of 

coverage.  Respondents advised that, on the basis of the known facts, there could be no cover 

under the Policy for the cost of repair of the scratching, in light of the faulty workmanship 

exclusion.  The denial letter enclosed an expert report setting out an opinion as to the cause of the 

scratching (a matter no longer in issue), and noting that cost of repair of scratching would 

constitute cost of making good the faulty workmanship in question. 

23. Separate coverage actions were commenced by Station Lands and by Ledcor.  The two 

actions were consolidated by consent order. 

TRIAL DECISION 

24. The trial judge, Clackson J., considered two issues: 

(a) Was Bristol’s poor cleaning “faulty workmanship” within the meaning of 

Exclusion 4(A)(b); and  

(b) Was the “cost of making good” that faulty workmanship cost of repair of the 

scratching, or was the “cost of making good” restricted to cost of carrying out the 

8 JAR Tab 14, p. 63, para. 9.  In response to para. 16 of the Ledcor factum and para. 14 of the Station Lands factum, 
there is no evidence that the windows were “badly” scratched, no evidence that the windows would require 
replacement, and no evidence concerning the cost of any repair (or replacement, if necessary). However, those 
matters would make no difference to the outcome of this appeal. 
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window cleaning (or, as the trial judge put it, whether the exclusion was restricted 

to “the cost of having someone else do it [the cleaning] right”). 

25. With regard to the first issue, Clackson J found that the improper cleaning constituted 

faulty workmanship.  That finding was upheld by the Court of Appeal. 

26. With regard to the second issue, Clackson J found that the Policy wording was 

ambiguous.  Clackson J referred to one decision on this issue.9  Ontario Hydro involved a claim 

for cost of repair of boiler tubes damaged by a faulty acid wash, carried out as part of installation 

of the boiler.  The court held that the poor acid wash was faulty workmanship and that cost of 

repair of the boiler tubes, directly damaged by the faulty cleaning, was cost of making good the 

faulty workmanship and thus outside cover. 

27. Clackson J. held at paragraph 15 that, while the result in Ontario Hydro was “defensible” 

it was “simply one of two plausible alternatives, and why one was chosen over the other is not 

readily apparent”. 

28. Clackson J. then referred to certain additional matters, including Bristol’s status as an 

insured and the “all risks” nature of the Policy.  Clackson, J. ultimately applied contra 

proferentum and held that the exclusion applied only to the cost of a proper cleaning of the 

windows (or the “cost of having someone else do it right”), and that the cost of repair of the 

scratching was covered. 

COURT OF APPEAL 

Submissions in the Court of Appeal 

29. On appeal Respondents argued that the trial decision was not consistent with the words of 

the Policy or with established case law on the exclusion.  Respondents argued that, on the Policy 

wording and established case law, it was not tenable to treat the exclusion as applying only to the 

cost of doing or redoing the defective work.  The exclusion had to apply to cost of repair of that 

9  Ontario Hydro v. Royal Insurance, [1981] O.J. No. 215 (Ont. H.C.J.) [“Ontario Hydro”], Appellants’ Book of 
Authorities [“ABA”] Tab 16. 
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part of the insured property which was subject to the faulty design or workmanship.  Respondents 

did not seek establishment of a new test for consideration or application of the exclusion. 

30. Appellants accepted that the exclusion would not, generally, be limited to cost of redoing 

the work in question and acknowledged that the exclusion must apply to some “physical 

damage”.10  Appellants’ primary argument in the Court of Appeal was that the exclusion either 

did not apply, or was restricted to cost of redoing the work, where the project component in 

question involved work of more than a single contractor or other party.  This was referred to as 

the “multiple contractors” argument. 

Decision of the Court of Appeal 

31. The Court of Appeal, after referring to the facts, considered the applicable standard of 

review and held that the standard of review was correctness.  In reaching this conclusion the 

Court referred to and applied Sattva.  The Court noted that Sattva supported application of the 

correctness standard to issues of contract interpretation in certain circumstances.  The Court 

referred to the lack of any specific or unique factual matrix, the “standard” nature of the clause in 

question, and the importance of consistent interpretation of such clauses, in terms of ensuring 

certainty and predictability.11 

32. The Court of Appeal referred to the governing principles of interpretation, applicable to 

insurance policies and to contracts generally.  The Court referred to primacy of the words of the 

Policy, and to this Court’s decision in Progressive Homes Ltd. v. Lombard General Insurance 

Co. of Canada, 2010 SCC 33 [“Progressive Homes”].12 

33. As a threshold issue, the Court of Appeal considered the Appellants’ argument that the 

poor cleaning did not constitute “faulty workmanship”.  The Court noted that “workmanship” 

generally involves any application of skill or effort to a task, and noted that the “construction 

102015 ABCA 121, JAR Tab 3 [“CA Decision”] at para. 36. 
11 CA Decision at paras. 27-29. 
12 CA Decision at paras. 12-19. 
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clean” formed part of the construction of the project.  The Court found that the poor cleaning was 

“faulty workmanship”. 

34. The Court of Appeal then considered whether cost of repair of the scratching would 

constitute “cost of making good” which would be excluded from coverage or “resulting damage” 

which would be covered.  Referring to the Policy wording and the prior extensive case law on the 

wording, the Court noted that the Policy covers physical loss or damage, and that the exclusion 

must apply to some part of the physical loss or damage connected to faulty design or 

workmanship.13   

35. The Court of Appeal also considered the “multiple contractor” argument put forward by 

Appellants, noting that the argument had no support in the Policy wording, and was contrary to 

prior case law and common sense.  According to the Court, application of the exclusion could not 

turn on whether one or more contractors or other parties had been involved in design, supply, 

installation, cleaning or other aspects of the project component requiring repair.14 

36. The Court of Appeal went on to articulate a new test in connection with the interpretation 

and application of the exclusion; the “physical and systemic connectedness” test.  The purpose of 

the test, as articulated by the Court of Appeal, is to determine, or assist in determining, the 

boundary between excluded “cost of making good” and covered “resulting damage”.  In 

developing that test, the Court synthesized the prior established case law and provided an 

analysis of the exclusion in various scenarios.  The elements of that test are, in summary:15 

(c) the degree to which the damage was to a portion of the project actually being 

worked on at the time, or was collateral damage to other areas, keeping in mind 

that there are parts of the property that may work together as one system;  

(d) the nature of the work being done, and whether the damage is a natural or 

foreseeable consequence of the work itself; and 

13 CA Decision at paras. 30-43. 
14 CA Decision at paras. 20-23. 
15 CA Decision at para. 50. 
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(e) whether the damage was within the purview of normal risks of poor 

workmanship, or was unexpected and fortuitous. 

37. According to the Court of Appeal, the scratching was to the very part of the project (the 

windows) being worked on.  The scratching was likely, perhaps inevitable, if the work was done 

in a faulty way.  Therefore, the exclusion applied.  The cost of repair of the scratching was “cost 

of making good” the faulty workmanship not “resulting damage”. 

38. The Court referred to the Trial Judge’s application of the doctrine of contra proferentum.  

The Court held that the Trial Judge was wrong to apply that doctrine.  The words in question, 

considered in light of the principles of interpretation, were not ambiguous.  The exclusion had 

been considered many times, and various courts had disclaimed resort to contra proferentum in 

connection with the exclusion.16 

THE NATURE OF BUILDERS’ RISK POLICIES 

39. At paras. 18-25 of its Statement of Facts, Ledcor comments on the nature of builders’ risk 

policies. 

40. The faulty design and workmanship exclusion is not unique to builders’ risk policies.  

The exclusion is also found in general commercial property policies.17  However, most Canadian 

cases which have considered the exclusion involve builders’ risk policies. 

41. Certain aspects of the nature of the coverage provided under a builders’ risk policy are 

not in dispute.  The builders’ risk policy is a single policy which generally covers the entire 

project, during the course of construction.  The Policy generally covers all property which forms 

part of the project, as well as equipment and other materials on site which will be utilized in 

construction. 

16 CA Decision at paras. 58-60 
17 See, for example, the Ottawa-Carlton Standard Condominium Corp. 687 v. ING Novex Insurance Co. of Canada, 
2009 ONCA 904 [“Ottawa-Carlton”] Respondents’ Book of Authorities [“RBA”] Tab 28, in which an exclusion for 
cost of making good faulty design or workmanship was found in a condominium property policy. 
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42. The project owner is generally the named insured, although in some cases a general 

contractor, or party in a similar position, may be the named insured.  Contractors and others are 

generally additional insureds and are, subject to terms of the Policy, protected from 

subrogation.18 

43. All of this, however, is with respect to claims within the scope of cover.  A builders’ risk 

policy, like any insurance policy, contains exclusions.  There is no dispute that, were it not for 

the faulty design and workmanship exclusion, cost of repair of the scratching would be covered.  

The only question here is interpretation and application of the faulty design and workmanship 

exclusion. 

PART II – STATEMENT OF ISSUES 

44. The following issues arise on this appeal: 

1. What is the appropriate standard of review in this case? 

2. Is the cost of repair of scratching to the windows the “cost of making good” faulty 
workmanship? 

3. Should the “physical and systemic connectedness” test be endorsed by this Court? 

PART III – STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT 

ISSUE 1: STANDARD OF REVIEW 

Standard of Review Generally 

45. This Court recently considered the standard of review applicable to issues of contractual 

interpretation in Sattva.  Sattva confirms that contractual interpretation is, in most circumstances, 

a question of mixed fact and law, attracting a deferential standard of review, but in some 

circumstances attracts a correctness standard.  Prior to Sattva some decisions treated contractual 

18 In the Policy the waiver of subrogation in favour of additional insureds is at the option of the named insured 
(Policy section A1 clause 27, JAR Tab 14 p. 76). 
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interpretation as a question of mixed fact and law, while other decisions treated contractual 

interpretation as a question of law.19 

46. Contractual interpretation remains subject to a correctness standard where there is an 

extricable question of law, including application of incorrect principle, failure to consider a 

required element of a legal test, or failure to consider a relevant factor. 

47. This Court, in Sattva, noted the central distinction between questions of law and 

questions of mixed fact and law.  Intervention of appellate courts should be restricted to cases 

where the results can be expected to have an impact beyond the parties to the particular dispute, 

reflecting the role of courts of appeal in ensuring consistency of the law.  Accordingly, the degree 

of precedential value is a key difference between a question of law and a question of mixed fact 

and law. 

48. Sattva involved a “one off” finder’s fee provision in a non-standard contract, and appeal 

of an arbitration award under a statute permitting appeals only on questions of law, and subject to 

certain additional considerations.20  The arbitration involved evidence, relevant to interpretation, 

of various matters, including whether an election was made under certain terms of contract, the 

content of press releases concerning the fee payable, TSX policies and practice concerning 

certain matters relevant to determination of the fee, telephone calls, correspondence and alleged 

misrepresentations.21 

49. Subsequent cases have confirmed, consistent with Sattva, that interpretation of a 

contractual provision which can be described as “standard” or in common use, and which has 

been subject to judicial interpretation, is subject to a correctness standard of review.  

Interpretation of such a clause is either a question of law, or falls at the extreme end of the 

“spectrum of particularity” of questions of mixed fact and law.  In either case, the standard is 

correctness.  Cases on point include the following: 

19 Sattva, para. 45. 
20 Pursuant to the Commercial Arbitration Act, R.S.B.C. 1996 c.55 S. 31(2)(a). 
21 Sattva, paras. 11-18. 
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(a) MacDonald v. Chicago Title Insurance Co. of Canada - interpretation of the term 

“marketable” in a title insurance policy was subject to a correctness standard.22 

(b) Vallieres v. Vozniak - interpretation of the phrase “permitted encumbrance” in a 

residential purchase contract was subject to a correctness standard.23 

(c) Portage LaPrairie Mutual Insurance Company v. Sabean – interpretation of the 

phrase “any policy of insurance” in uninsured motorist protection cover, was 

subject to a correctness standard.24 

(d) Precision Plating Ltd. v. Axa Pacific Insurance Company – interpretation of the 

pollution exclusion in a liability policy, was subject to a correctness standard.25  

50. In each of these cases the word or phrase in question was commonly found in the relevant 

policy or other standard form contract.  In addition, in each of these cases, there was prior 

judicial consideration of the wording.  The decisions are consistent with Sattva, and properly 

apply a correctness standard. 

51. On the other hand, unique or non-standard wordings, or cases which do not truly raise an 

interpretation issue, have been held to be subject to a deferential standard.  The following 

examples are restricted to insurance-related cases: 

(a) Tien Lung Taekwon-Do Club v. Lloyd’s Underwriters – The issue concerned the 

declarations in a liability policy, and specifically whether an exclusion for martial 

arts claims should give way to an express reference in the declarations to cover for 

“martial arts” claims.  The true issue was not interpretation of the martial arts 

exclusion but whether, in the circumstances, the declarations would trump the 

22 2015 ONCA 842 [“MacDonald”], RBA Tab 24. 
23 2014 ABCA 290 [“Vallieres”], ABA Tab 27. 
24 2015 NSCA 53, RBA Tab 31. Leave to appeal granted December 17, 2015. 
25 2015 BCCA 277, RBA Tab 32. Application for leave dismissed January 14, 2016. 
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exclusion.  The declarations were on unique, non-standard, wording.  A 

deferential standard applied.26 

(b) Ontario Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals v. Sovereign General 

Insurance Co. – The issue was whether pleadings triggered a duty to defend under 

a liability policy.  There was no specific interpretation issue raised with respect to 

any term of the Policy.  The issue was simply whether the pleadings, as framed, 

were covered or fell within the exclusions.  A deferential standard applied.27 

(c) Acciona Infrastructure Canada Inc. v. Allianz Global Risks US Insurance 

Company – The Court of Appeal held that the issue was a factual question as to 

what costs would have been incurred to correct the defect in question just prior to 

the damage occurring for the purposes of application of the LEG2 wording (an 

issue considered elsewhere).  It is questionable whether the Court of Appeal was 

correct in characterizing the issue in this way, and this issue is raised in an 

outstanding application for leave to appeal to this Court.  But if the Court of 

Appeal correctly characterized the issue, this was a factual question, not involving 

interpretation of the Policy. A deferential standard was held to apply.28 

Appropriate Standard of Review in this Case 

52. In this case all of the relevant factors support application of a correctness standard. 

53. The exclusion clause is on a “standard” wording, in common use.  The sheer number of 

cases considering the faulty design or workmanship exclusion makes this clear.  Appellants 

acknowledge that the wording of the exclusion “varies a little, but not much”.29  The vast 

majority of those cases are on “cost of making good” wording, materially identical to the 

wording found in the Policy.   

26 2015 ABCA 46 [“Tien Lung”], RBA Tab 40. 
27 2015 ONCA 702, RBA Tab 27. 
28 2015 BCCA 347 [“Acciona”], RBA Tab 1.  An application for leave to appeal is outstanding. 
29 Ledcor factum para. 4. 
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54. The wording has been subject to extensive judicial consideration.  The meaning of the 

phrases “cost of making good” and “resulting damage” (as well as the phrases “faulty 

workmanship” and “faulty design”) have received extensive consideration by the courts. 

55. Any decision on the meaning of “cost of making good” would have substantial 

precedential value.  The exclusion could not realistically have a meaning in the Policy different 

than it would have in another policy.  The effect of the trial decision would be to leave open the 

question of whether the exclusion might, on the same wording, be given an entirely different 

interpretation in two policies, with the exclusion applying to cost of repair in one policy, and 

applying only to cost of properly carrying out the work or design in another policy.  That would 

be an unacceptable situation, and would lead to uncertainty and needless litigation. 

56. There is no specific factual matrix that could justify applying a different interpretation to 

the Policy than the interpretation that would apply to another policy.  The same factual matrix 

exists in connection with every builders’ risk policy.  The facts here, involving a construction 

project and faulty workmanship requiring repair to that part of the project, are not unique.  There 

was no evidence of any specific surrounding circumstances or factual matrix that would justify 

giving the exclusion in the Policy an interpretation at odds with the interpretation it has been 

given, uniformly, by Canadian courts. 

57. Appellants incorrectly conflate two separate points addressed by this Court in Sattva.  

Appellants refer to the general statement from Sattva, at para. 54 that courts must be cautious in 

finding legal error in questions of contract interpretation.  Appellants then refer to this Court’s 

statement, at para. 75 of Sattva, to matters such as a constitutional question, or a question of law 

of general importance to the legal system and outside the adjudicator’s expertise.30 

58. The first passage adopts the conclusion in Housen v Nikolaisen,31 that courts should be 

cautious in identifying errors of law.  That is consistent with the approach taken, in pre-Sattva 

30 Ledcor factum para. 43 
31 2002 SCC 33. 
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decisions, treating contract interpretation generally as a question of mixed fact and law.32  While 

this Court, in Sattva, over-ruled the line of cases holding that contract interpretation is invariably 

a question of law, this Court did not purport to narrow or restrict the circumstances in which, 

within the mixed fact and law framework, a legal error may be found. 33 

59. Rothstein, J.’s comment that the circumstances in which an error of law will be found in 

contract interpretation will be “rare” reflects the fact that, in most cases, questions of contract 

interpretation reflect findings made on the basis of specific facts, do not have significance 

beyond the parties and do not run contrary to the proper interpretation of the terms, based on 

established caselaw.34  Where, as here, the situation is the converse, Courts of Appeal are right to 

treat the interpretation of the contract as a question of law. 

60. Rothstein, J’s comment concerning constitutional questions, and legal questions of 

general importance and outside the adjudicator’s expertise, was made in a different context.35  

That statement was made in considering the statutory test for leave to appeal from a commercial 

arbitration award.  That discussion, at paras. 68 to79 of this Court’s decision in Sattva, must be 

distinguished from the earlier discussion of the general standard of review, at paras. 42 to 55. 

61. This Court, and the Courts of Appeal, have repeatedly and recently emphasized the 

importance of distinguishing between the general appellate standard of review and the standard 

of review that applies to appeals from decisions of statutory tribunals.  Cases on point include 

Dr. Q. v. College of Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia;36 Canada (Canadian Human 

Rights Commission) v. Canada (Attorney General);37 Asad v. Canada (Citizenship and 

Immigration).38 

32 See, for example, King v. Operating Engineers Training Institute of Manitoba Inc., 2011 MBCA 80 [“King v. 
Operating Engineers”], RBA Tab 20, at para. 25 
33 See, for example, British Columbia (Ministry of Forests) v. Teal Cedar Products Ltd., 2015 BCCA 263, [“Teal 
Cedar”], RBA Tab 7, leave to appeal granted December 3, 2015. 
34 Sattva, para. 55. 
35 Sattva, para. 75 
362003 SCC 19, RBA Tab 16, at para. 43. 
37 2011 SCC 53, RBA Tab 10, at paras. 30 and 31. 
38 2015 FCA 141, RBA Tab 3, at para. 32. 
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62. In Sattva, this Court used the Dunsmuir statutory tribunal appeal framework to consider 

the standard of review applicable to commercial arbitration awards.39 The analogies this Court 

drew in Sattva between administrative decisions and arbitral awards in support of a more 

deferential standard of review do not apply to general appeals.  

63. While this Court made certain statements in Sattva relevant to the general standard of 

review, the portion of the decision on which Ledcor relies most heavily is restricted in its 

application to appeals from statutory tribunals or arbitration panels. That part of the decision is 

not applicable to general appeals to Courts of Appeal from trial courts. This has been noted by 

various Courts of Appeal, since the decision in Sattva. 40 

64. Appellants suggest that the Court of Appeal decision in this case is contrary not only to 

Sattva, but also to the trend of appeal decisions since Sattva.  That is not correct.  Treatment of 

Sattva by Courts of Appeal has been generally consistent.  Court of Appeal decisions which have 

considered Sattva in the context of contractual interpretation have reached the same result. 

Interpretation of a contract term in common or standard use, and subject to prior judicial 

consideration, is subject to a standard of correctness. 

65. Appellants assert suggests that the Ontario Court of Appeal has “adopted the deferential 

approach described in Sattva.”41 However, a closer analysis of the cases relied on by Ledcor 

demonstrates that the Ontario Court of Appeal has been consistent with other appellate courts 

with regard to the correct division between questions of fact and questions of law.42 

39 Sattva, paras. 104-106. 
40 MacDonald, paras 25 and 41; Vallieres, para. 12; Robb v. Walker, 2015 BCCA 117 [“Robb”], RBA Tab 33 at 
paras. 49-50 (Chaisson J.A., in dissent, relied on by the B.C. Court of Appeal in Teal Cedar, a unanimous decision, 
at para. 51). 
41 Ledcor factum para. 50. 
42 For example, Metrolinx v. Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc., 2015 ONCA 429, ABA Tab 15 involved a pure 
question of fact. The issue on appeal related to interpretation and application of a reference to crossing agreements.  
But the question was not prior judicial interpretation of the phrase; the question was the factual determination as to 
whether certain specific agreements were contemplated as being included.  No case law was cited in the issue at trial 
or on appeal.  In MacDonald the Ontario Court of Appeal adopted a correctness standard, in an appeal involving 
standard form language, with precedential value. 
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66. At para. 53 Ledcor refers to McLean v. British Columbia (Securities Commission).43  This 

was an appeal from a tribunal decision, regarding interpretation of the tribunal’s home statute.  

That issue has, for many years, been subject to a different, and more deferential, test.  The 

standard of review of a tribunal decision, particularly when interpreting its home statute, is 

deferential and the test is of limited relevance. 

67. Nonetheless, even the factors discussed in McLean would support a correctness standard 

of review in this case.  In that case the court pointed out that, in the administrative context, it may 

be acceptable for regulators in different jurisdictions to come to a different view concerning the 

interpretation of their home statutes.  That conclusion does not apply to contracts generally, or to 

insurance policies specifically.  It would be entirely unacceptable if a standard form clause in an 

insurance policy were to be given different interpretations in the courts of different provinces.  

Consistency of interpretation is vital.44 

68. Not every case involving what appears to be standard form language will necessarily be 

decided on a correctness standard.  In some cases policy interpretation, even involving “standard” 

language, will be appropriately be treated as a question of mixed law and fact, subject to a 

deferential standard.  That would be the case where the finding is based on evidence of the 

surrounding circumstances, or an agreed interpretation of the clause in question.45  Also, in some 

cases, what might appear initially to be a question of interpretation of a standard clause will, on 

closer review, be seen to involve interpretation of non-standard, “one-off” language, or to not 

truly raise a policy interpretation issue at all.46 

43 2013 SCC 67, [“McLean”] RBA Tab 25. 
44 Even in the administrative law context, it is questionable whether it is acceptable that a different interpretation be 
given to the same statutory or contractual language considered by a different decision maker: see Atomic Energy of 
Canada Ltd. v. Wilson, 2015 FCA 17, RBA Tab 4,  at para. 52; and see the CA Decision at para. 17. 
45 Cases on point include Barnet Properties Ltd. v. Commonwealth Insurance Co. et al (1996), 32 B.C.L.R. (3d) 39 
(S.C.), RBA Tab 5, upheld on appeal (1998) 5 C.C.L.I. (3d) 2 (C.A.), in which the trial judge found, on the basis of 
extrinsic evidence, that the phrase “all property” meant “all property intended to be insured”, at paras. 100 - 103; and 
Versacold Corp. v. Zurich Ins. Co. et al, 2010 BCSC 23, RBA Tab 42, in which the court found, on the basis of 
extrinsic evidence, of agreed meaning to be given to a “contamination” exclusion, at paras. 76 & 77. 
46 See, for example, Tien Lung. 
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69. Although not every interpretation question regarding insurance policies will involve a 

question of law, given the nature of such policies, the Respondents submit that most 

interpretation questions involving insurance policies will appropriately be subject to a correctness 

standard of review.  The key matters are as follows: (a) prevalence of standard or commonly used 

wording; (b) generally extensive prior judicial interpretation; (c) lack of any relevant specific 

factual context; (d) the particular importance of ensuring consistency in result. 

70. The same factors would apply, with equal or similar force, to other categories of contracts 

containing what could be described as “standard” wordings, such as standard form contracts for 

purchase and sale of residential real estate, standard guarantee terms and consumer contract 

terms. 

Application of the Standard of Review to the Facts of this Case 

71. The Trial Judge committed several legal errors in his interpretation of the Policy.  

Specifically, Clackson J: 

a) failed to apply established and consistent case law interpreting the 

exclusion,  

b) failed to interpret the words in context and in light of the governing 

principles of interpretation;  

c) took into account irrelevant matters in interpreting the exclusion, in 

particular, the fact that the Policy is on “all risks” wording, and the fact 

that the window contractor would have status under the Policy as an 

additional insured; and 

d) applied contra proferentum as a first resort, rather than a last resort, and in 

circumstances in which the Policy wording, properly construed, was not 

ambiguous. 

72. Each of these matters is considered in more detail in connection with Issue 2.  

Respondents submit that the first point, failure by the Trial Judge to adopt the established 
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meaning of the exclusion, is conclusive.  The following points are also relevant, as additional 

legal errors, and as demonstrating that there were no facts or circumstances which would justify 

departing from the established meaning of the words. 

If a More Deferential Standard Applies, it is Met. 

73. In the alternative, even if this Court were to decide that a more deferential standard 

should apply, that standard is met.  Palpable and overriding error simply means that the trial 

judge must be “clearly wrong”.  In addition, the palpable and overriding error standard applies 

with less strictness where, as here, there are no credibility issues.47 

74. Post Sattva, Appellate courts have exercised their discretion to overturn trial judges and 

arbitrators on contractual interpretation questions even where the standard of review is 

deferential.48  

75. The Trial Judge committed palpable and overriding errors in this case.  Interpreting the 

exclusion as applying only to the cost of a proper cleaning, given all of the matters referred to 

under Issue 2, including the established case law, the grammatical meaning of the words, the 

general commercial context, and the lack of any specific factual matrix that would justify a 

different interpretation, was “clearly wrong”.  For those reasons, whatever standard of review 

applies here, the Court of Appeal was correct in overturning the decision of the Trial Judge. 

47 King v. Operating Engineers; L. (H.) v. Canada (Attorney General) (2005), 251 D.L.R. (4th) 604 (S.C.C.), RBA 
Tab 22, paras. 55, 69 and 70; Northwest Territories (Attorney General) v. Association des parents ayants droit de 
Yellowknife, 2015 NWTCA 2 [“Association des parents ayants droit de Yellowknife”], RBA Tab 26, paras. 17-34. 
48 In Stewart Estate v TAQA North Ltd., 2015 ABCA 357, RBA Tab 38, McDonald JA, for the majority on this 
point, determined that interpretation of standard form oil and gas leases at issue should be reviewed on a correctness 
standard, and overturned the trial judge’s interpretation. Rowbotham J.A. held at para. 63 that the standard of review 
was palpable and overriding error (referred to as reasonableness in the executive summary at para. 1), but concurred 
in the result, finding at paras. 124-129 that the trial judge had “erred in principle” in her interpretation of the relevant 
clause. See also Teal Cedar, at para. 59 where BC Court of Appeal, in a unanimous decision on appeal remanded by 
this Court following Sattva, found the arbitrator in error on the contractual interpretation issue regardless of the 
standard of review. 
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Alternative Submission: Narrowing or Clarification of Sattva. 

76. In the further alternative, if Sattva, properly interpreted, requires application of a palpable 

and overriding error standard to the facts of this case, it is submitted that this Court should 

reconsider, and narrow or clarify, its decision in Sattva.   

77. Sattva was a case at the extreme end of the spectrum relevant to standard of review.  

Sattva involved a “one-off” negotiated contract, extensive extrinsic evidence, and a very specific 

set of circumstances in the context of commercial arbitration, where there are strong policy 

reasons to limit the role of the courts. 

78. The decision in Sattva, at least insofar as it could be interpreted as narrowing the general 

standard of appellate review, has been questioned in subsequent decisions. 

79. In Association des parents ayants droit de Yellowknife, the Court of Appeal referred to 

the proper role of appellate courts as functioning to review trial outcomes for legality and 

reasonableness and as performing an error correcting role in focussing on consistency and 

universality in legal reasoning, analysis and outcomes.49  According to the Court of Appeal, the 

binding standard of review jurisprudence, while sound, should not be interpreted as precluding or 

limiting ability to decide cases on principle.50  The Appeal Court also referred to certain 

comments of this court in Sattva, concerning the role of appellate courts as “unnecessarily 

derogatory”.51  Those comments referred to by the Appeal Court have been adopted in 

subsequent cases.52 

80. Certain comments in Sattva, or potential interpretation of those comments, have been the 

subject of subsequent academic criticism.53 

49 At paras. 17-23 and 25. 
50 Supra, at para. 30. 
51 Supra, at para. 24. 
52 MacDonald, at paras. 39-40; Teal Cedar at para. 51; Robb at paras. 49-50 (Chaisson J.A., in dissent). 
53 Sattva Revisited, Cherniak Q.C. (Fall 2015) 34 Adv J No. 2, 6-11, RBA at Tab 47. 
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81. The Respondents submit that Sattva, properly interpreted, does not prevent the Courts of 

Appeal from properly performing their error correcting role, and does not unduly restrict that 

ability of the Courts of Appeal to apply a correctness standard where appropriate.  But if Sattva 

requires that a more deferential standard than correctness be applied to the decision of the Trial 

Judge in this case, Respondents respectfully submit that this Court should narrow the scope of 

Sattva. 

ISSUE 2: COST OF REPAIR OF THE SCRATCHING IS “COST OF MAKING GOOD” 

82. On the facts of this case, the exclusion applies to the cost of repair of the scratching.  That 

is the “cost of making good” the faulty workmanship.  “Resulting damage” would be damage to 

another part of the project, not damage to the very part of the project being worked on.  That 

conclusion, Respondents submit, is inescapable.  The Court of Appeal was correct to overturn the 

Decision at Trial and to make this finding.  In broad summary: 

(a) Established case law.  Canadian courts have repeatedly considered the issue which 

arises on this appeal, both in connection with faulty design and faulty 

workmanship.  All of the cases conclude the “cost of making good” is the cost of 

repair of that part of the insured property which is subject to the faulty design or 

workmanship, and should not be treated as the cost of doing, redoing or 

improving the work or design which led to the damage.  “Resulting damage” is 

damage to another part of the property.  There is no basis or reason to depart from 

the long established interpretation of the exclusion. 

(b) The words in isolation.  “Cost of making good” faulty design or workmanship 

means the cost of repair of that part of the insured property which was faultily 

designed or worked on.  It is only the incurring of the cost of repair which “makes 

good” the faulty workmanship.  Contrary to the Appellants’ suggestion, to redo or 

pay the cost to redo the cleaning does not “make good” the faulty design or 

workmanship, or anything else.  As such, the Appellants’ interpretation is not 

consistent with the words of the exclusion, even considered in isolation. 
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(c) The words in context.  The words of the exclusion must be considered in light of 

the Policy as a whole, and in light of the surrounding circumstances and 

reasonable expectations of the parties.  Consideration of those matters, which 

arise in any builders’ risk policy (and generally in any property policy) support 

Respondents’ position.  Among other matters; (i) the exclusion, to have meaning, 

must apply to some part of the cost of repair that would otherwise by payable 

under the Policy; (ii) the reasonable expectations of the parties, and general 

commercial context, are consistent with application of the exclusion to the 

specific part of the project subject to the faulty design or workmanship;  

Governing Principles of Interpretation 

83. The governing principles of interpretation, applicable to insurance policies, are not in 

dispute.  Those principles are summarized in this Court’s decision in Progressive Homes, 

adopted by the Court of Appeal in this case.54  

84. Where the language is unambiguous, the Court should give effect to the clear language, 

reading the contract as a whole.  Where the language is ambiguous, courts rely on general 

principles of contract interpretation.  The principles have been summarized by this Court in 

Progressive Homes and were followed by the Court of Appeal.   

(a) The interpretation should be consistent with the reasonable expectation of the 

parties, avoiding a commercially unrealistic result, and avoiding either a windfall 

or nullification of coverage.  As a corollary of this, an interpretation that renders 

policy provisions meaningless should be avoided;  

(b) Similar insurance policies should be interpreted consistently;  

(c) Where all other principles fail to resolve any ambiguity, and only then, the court 

may turn to contra proferentum. 

54 CA Decision at para. 20. 
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85. Cases considering these principles include Progressive, Co-operators Life Insurance Co. 

v. Gibbens,55 and Consolidated-Bathurst Export Ltd. v. Mutual Boiler & Machinery Insurance 

Co.56 

Cost of Making Good in the Case Law 

86. The precise issue that arises on this appeal has been repeatedly considered by Canadian 

courts.  The case law, consistent with the Policy wording, leaves no room for doubt or ambiguity. 

87. While the starting point with respect to an interpretation issue would normally be the 

words themselves, the relevant wording in this case has been subject to such long-standing and 

consistent interpretation that it is appropriate to start with the case law.  After considering the 

case law, Respondents will consider the wording in isolation and in context. 

88. On the established case law, “cost of making good” is the cost of repair of that part of the 

insured property or project which is subject to faulty workmanship or faulty design.  “Resulting 

damage” is consequential damage to some other part of the insured property or project. 

89. The meaning of the phrase “cost of making good” in the faulty design or workmanship 

exclusion has been repeatedly considered by Canadian courts, on wording materially identical to 

that found in the Policy.  Cases on point include the following: 

Bird Construction Co. Ltd. v. United States Fire Insurance Co. (1985), 18 C.C.L.I. 92 
(Sask. C.J.), [“Bird Construction”] ABA Tab 4. 

 
Foundation Co. of Canada Limited v. American Home Assurance Company (1995),  
25 O.R. (3d) 36 (Ont. Gen. Div.) [“Foundation v. American Home”], ABA Tab 9. 

 
Greene v. Canadian General Insurance Co. (1991), 5 C.C.L.I. (2d) 193 (Nfld S.C.) 
[“Greene”], ABA Tab 10, upheld on appeal, [1995] N.J. No. 251 (C.A.), RBA Tab 18. 

 
Poole Construction Ltd. v. Guardian Assurance Co. (1977), 4 A.R. 417 [“Poole”], ABA 
Tab 19.57  

55 2009 SCC 59, RBA at Tab 14, at paras. 20-28, esp. para. 27 
56 [1980] 1 S.C.R. 888, RBA at Tab 13. 
57 At paras. 54 and 69. 
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Sayers & Associates Ltd. v. Insurance Corp. of Ireland Ltd. (1981), 126 D.L.R. (3d) 681 
[“Sayers”], ABA Tab 22. 

 
Willowbrook Homes (1964) Ltd. v. Simcoe & Erie General Insurance Company (1980), 22 
A.R. 95, [“Willowbrook”] RBA Tab 43.58 

 
Simcoe & Erie General Insurance Company v. Royal Insurance Company of Canada 
(1982) 36 A.R. 553 (A.B.Q.B.) [“Simcoe & Erie v. Royal”] ABA Tab 24, affirmed [1983] 
A.J. No. 1050 (C.A.) RBA Tab 35, application for leave to appeal dismissed September 25, 
1997, 51 N.R. 158n. 

 
Canadian National Railway Co. v. Royal and SunAlliance Insurance Co. of Canada  
(2004), 15 C.C.L.I. (4th) 1, [“CN v Royal”]; overturned on appeal, 2007 ONCA 209, both at 
RBA Tab 11; overturned on appeal and trial judgment restored, 2008 SCC 66, ABA Tab 6. 

 
Ploutos Enterprises Ltd. v. Stuart Olson Constructors Inc., 2008 BCSC 271 [“Ploutos”],  
ABA Tab 19. 

90. In many of these cases, courts had to expressly consider an argument that “cost of making 

good” was restricted to the cost of properly carrying out the faulty workmanship or design.  In 

every case in which that issue was raised, prior to the trial decision in this case, that argument has 

been rejected.  In every case the court has held that “cost of making good” means, at a minimum, 

cost of repair of that part of the property which was faultily designed or on which faulty 

workmanship was carried out.59 

91. Canadian courts have said the following, in connection with “cost of making good” faulty 

design or workmanship: 

(a) CN v. Royal:  Ground J. held that the exclusion for “cost of making good” faulty 

design “must be intended to apply to all loss or damage caused by faulty or 

58 The policy in Willowbrook had somewhat different wording in the resulting damage exception than that found in 
all other cases. 
59 In the CA Decision, the Court of Appeal referred to a trial decision, Foundation Company of Canada Limited v 
Aetna Casualty Company of Canada, [1975] I.L.R. 1-757 [“Foundation v. Aetna”] (O.N.S.C.) which reached a 
narrower result, and was found to be wrong in subsequent decisions, including BC Rail and Poole Construction (see 
para 47).  Even on Foundation v Aetna damage to the very specific part of the property being worked on would be 
outside cover. 
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improper design”, not restricted to cost of rectifying the design (as argued by the 

insured).60  The reasoning on this point was upheld by the Court of Appeal.61 

(b) Foundation v. American Home:  “It is well settled that the insurer will not be 

required to reimburse the insured for any costs or losses as a result of the insured’s 

faulty design.”62  

(c) Poole: “… the clear intent of the section is to make it clear that the insurer will 

not indemnify the insured for costs caused by the insured’s own use of faulty 

workmanship, materials or design.”63  

92. The facts of some of the cases cited above bear summarizing: 

(a) In Simcoe & Erie v. Royal the sub-structure of a rail bridge was faulty.  As a result 

the bridge (including the non-faulty superstructure) collapsed.  “Cost of making 

good” comprised cost of replacement of the entire collapsed bridge, not cost of 

implementing a proper design.64  

(b) In CN v Royal the design of a tunnel boring machine did not take into account 

differential deflection that occurred during operation.  As a result the machine 

broke down and suffered physical damage.  Cost of making good would include 

all cost of repair (including cost of extraction) of the machine, and would not be 

restricted to cost of improving design of the machine.65 

60 At para. 81. 
61 At paras. 138 – 140. The issue was not addressed by the Supreme Court of Canada as this was not necessary in 
light of the Court’s decision on the “state of the art” standard applicable to the exclusion. 
62 At para. 188. 
63 At para. 69. 
64 Trial decision ABA Tab 24, upheld on appeal RBA Tab 35. 
65 Trial decision at para. 81, Court of Appeal decision at paras. 67 and 138 to 140. Ground, J. at trial held that 
exclusion did not apply as the risk of differential deflection was not forseeable, and thus not faulty design.  He 
considered the scope of the exclusion in the event the exclusion were held to apply.  The Court of Appeal held that 
the exclusion applied, and upheld Ground, J’s reasoning on the ‘cost of making good’.  The issue was not expressly 
addressed by the majority in this Court, in overturning the decision of the Court of Appeal, and finding that the 
exclusion did not apply, on the basis of the “state of the art” standard applicable to the exclusion.  The minority in 
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(c) In Bird Construction incorrect procedures were followed in installation of trusses, 

causing a truss to collapse and suffer damage.  The cost of making good the faulty 

workmanship in installation was the cost of repair of physical damage to the 

trusses, not the cost of proper installation.66  

(d) In Sayers the faulty workmanship consisted of failure to properly protect electrical 

equipment in the course of installation in a building under construction.  The 

equipment was exposed to the elements and, as a result, suffered damaged.  Cost 

of making good the faulty workmanship was the cost of repair of the physical 

damage, not cost of properly protecting the equipment.  

(e) In Greene improper temporary bracing was utilized during construction of a 

house.  The house collapsed due to the faulty temporary bracing.  Cost of making 

good the faulty workmanship was cost of repair of the collapsed house.67  

(f) In Poole portions of a bridge under construction collapsed due to a faulty coffer 

dam.  Necessary cost of repair included cost of removal of the piers damaged in 

the collapse, removal of the coffer dam and work on the riverbed.  The cost of 

making good faulty design included all of those costs.  

(g) In Ontario Hydro a pre-acceptance acid wash of a boiler was improperly carried 

out, during the course of installation and commissioning.  The acid wash damaged 

the boiler tubes.  The insured argued that the exclusion was restricted to the cost 

of a proper cleaning.  The court rejected this argument and expressly found at 

para. 36: 

The cost of making good the improper workmanship is the cost of 
replacing the tubing which was the object of this procedure.  In the 

this Court, dissenting on the “state of the art” upheld the reasoning of Ground, J and the Court of Appeal on the 
issues that arise in this case. 
66 At paras. 14 to 16. 
67 Trial decision at paras. 39, 40 and 47 ABA at tab 10; Court of Appeal decision at para. 12, RBA Tab 18. The trial 
judge also referred briefly to faulty permanent bracing which it treated as a “contributing factor” and which was also 
faulty workmanship, at para. 53. 
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wording of the policy, it is the loss or damage caused by the improper 
workmanship.68 

93. The facts of Ontario Hydro are indistinguishable from the facts of this case.  In Ontario 

Hydro, as in this case, the insured property was subject to a pre-acceptance construction clean.  

The cleaning was improperly carried out.  As a result the surface being cleaned (the boiler tubes 

in Ontario Hydro and the windows in this case) was damaged, requiring repair.  Cost of repair of 

that portion of the property which was object of the procedure was cost of making good the faulty 

workmanship. 

94. While the facts of Ontario Hydro are identical to the facts of this case, all of these cases 

are directly applicable.  It is clear from these and other cases that, “cost of making good” is the 

cost of repair or replacement of that part of the insured property which is subject to the faulty 

design or workmanship.  This comprises cost of repair of the part of the insured property which 

is directly subject to the faulty design and workmanship.  That is the part of property which was 

faultily designed or on which work was being carried out. 

95. Cost of making good may also comprise cost of repair of adjacent or adjoining parts of 

the property.  That is an issue which does not arise in this case, except in connection with this 

Court’s consideration of the physical and systemic connectedness test. 

96. All of the cases cited above arose in the context of builders’ risk policies.  The issue has 

also been considered in the context of a non-builders’ risk property policy.  In Ottawa-Carleton, 

a strata corporation policy included an exclusion for cost of making good faulty design or 

workmanship, with a resulting damage exception.69  There was faulty workmanship in 

connection with installation of a hot water piping system in the building.  As a result, the system 

suffered damage, requiring repair or replacement, and there was flood damage to the building.  

The exclusion applied to the cost of repair of the piping system, but not to cost of repair of the 

flood damage.  Cost of repair of the piping system, in connection with which there had been 

68 The exclusion in Ontario Hydro was on “caused by” rather than “cost of making good” wording.  As explained 
below, “caused by” and “cost of making good” have an identical scope, at least in an exclusion with a resulting 
damage exception, as was the case in Ontario Hydro. 
69 In addition to the policy wording, as a strata corporation policy, an exclusion which applied to resulting damage 
would be impermissible as contrary to the governing statute. 
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faulty workmanship, was “cost of making good”.  Cost of repair of the flood damage was 

covered, as “resulting damage”. 

Resulting Damage 

97. The exclusion contains an exception for resulting damage.  Resulting damage is outside 

the ambit of the exclusion and, subject to any other applicable exclusion, is covered.  Like “cost 

of making good”, the phrase “resulting damage”, or resulting physical damage, is subject to 

substantial and consistent judicial interpretation. 

98. The exception, on the wording and on the established and consistent case law, applies to 

physical damage to a separate part of the insured property, not subject to the faulty design or 

workmanship.  The exception does not, as the Appellants assert, apply to all physical damage. 

99. The cases cited above, in connection with “cost of making good” generally also consider 

“resulting damage”.  For example, in Simcoe & Erie v. Royal, the Court considered the exception 

for resulting damage, and found that it applied to cost of replacement of rails, stored on the 

bridge at the time of collapse, and lost as a result of the collapse.  As the rails were property 

separate from the bridge, damaged as a result of the collapse, they were within the resulting 

damage exception. 

100. Similarly, in British Columbia v. Royal Insurance Company of Canada, the court held, in 

connection with a creek channelization project, that the design exclusion would apply to the 

entire final project, but that certain temporary diversionary works should be treated as entirely 

separate property, subject to the resulting damage exception.70  

101. The exception to the exclusion refers to resulting damage or, in some cases, to resulting 

“physical damage”.  Cases in which the exception wording referred to resulting “physical” 

damage include Simcoe & Erie v. Royal.  It can make no difference whether the exclusion refers 

to “resulting damage” or resulting “physical damage”.  As the Policy provides coverage only for 

70 (1990) 45 C.C.L.I. 315 (S.C.) [“British Columbia v. Royal”] ABA Tab 5, affirmed (1991) 7 B.C.A.C. 172. 
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direct risks of physical loss or damage, the exception must, in either case, apply only to 

“physical” damage.71  

102. This interpretation of “resulting damage” is not restricted to the faulty design and 

workmanship exclusion.  It is a general interpretation which applies in connection with all 

exclusions found in property policies.72 

103. For example, In Triple Five, the court considered the latent defect exclusion in a 

commercial property policy, following an accident involving a roller coaster.  The court noted 

that the roller coaster was an integrated whole and that, while there were latent defects only in 

certain components, all damage to the roller coaster itself was within the exclusion.  Only 

damage to the surrounding building caused by the violence of the accident in which the roller 

coaster left the track was “resulting damage.”73 

104. In University of Saskatchewan, a case involving damage to a building, the applicable 

exclusions included corrosion and freezing, among others, subject to a resulting damage 

exception.  The court confirmed that the resulting damage could not be damage to the building 

itself which was subject to the insured perils.  Resulting damage could only be damage to 

separate property.74  

71 BC Rail Ltd. v. American Home Assurnce Co. (1991), 79 D.L.R. (4th) 729 (C.A.) [“BC Rail”], ABA Tab 3, at para. 
82.; CN v Royal, per Ground, J, the Court of Appeal and the dissent in this Court.  The issue was not considered by 
the majority in this Court, in light of the majority decision on the ‘state of the art’ standard. 
72 Triple Five Corp. v. Simcoe & Erie Group (1994), 29 C.C.L.I. (2d) 219 (Alta. Q.B.) [“Triple Five”] ABA Tab 25, 
upheld on appeal (1997), 42 C.C.L.I. (2d) 132 (latent defect exclusion) ABA Tab 26, and University of 
Saskatchewan v. Fireman’s Fund Insurance Company of Canada, [1998] 5 W.W.R. 276 (S.K.C.A.) [“University of 
Saskatchewan”], RBA Tab 41 at para. 55.  
73 As the Court of Appeal noted at para. 51, the trial judge, after making the correct finding concerning the scope of 
the resulting damage exception, had awarded to the insured the cost of repair of the resulting damage and possible “a 
little more than just that”.  That was undoubtedly a reference to the fact that the award included cost of repair of the 
track, which was a component of the roller coaster, and likely not resulting damage. 
74 At paras. 43 to 56. 
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Appellants’ Explanation of Certain Cases 

105. Appellants refer to the case law on the exclusion. In the Station Lands factum, Appellants 

draw conclusions from the cases, and explain the cases, in ways that are not supportable.75 

106. In this portion of the argument, Appellants appear to accept that the faulty design cases 

are correct, and appear to accept that, where faulty design results in physical damage to a 

structure, the cost of repair of the physical damage to the structure is excluded.76  Appellants then 

assert that a fundamentally different interpretation of the exclusion applies where faulty 

workmanship is involved. 

107. Greene is said to have been wrongly decided, as the courts in that case inappropriately 

relied on the principles applicable to faulty design, not faulty workmanship.77  That criticism is 

misplaced.  There are no different principles which apply to the faulty design and faulty 

workmanship aspects of the exclusion.  On both branches of the exclusion the border between 

cost of making good and resulting damage depends on the part of the property subject to the 

faulty design or workmanship.  Greene was correctly decided.  Greene, and many other 

decisions, refer, appropriately, to cases on the other branch of the exclusion. 

108. Willowbrook is said to have been correctly decided, on the basis that there was no 

resulting damage.  Willowbrook is not distinguishable from Greene on this ground.  In 

Willowbrook a wall collapsed due to faulty bracing.  The cost of repair of the wall was excluded.  

Respondents agree that there was no resulting damage.  But that is because there was no physical 

damage other than to the very part of the property on which the faulty workmanship was carried 

out. 

109. Sayers is said to have been correctly decided, on the grounds that the loss was “more akin 

to shoddy work than to unintended resultant damage”.78  Sayers cannot be explained on this 

basis.  The corrosion damage to the electrical equipment, caused by poor practices in Sayers, was 

75 Paras. 139-156. 
76 Station Lands factum, paras. 139-144. 
77 Station Lands factum, paras. 147-148. 
78 Station Lands factum, para. 150. 
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no less fortuitous than the scratching to the windows caused by poor practices in this case.  In 

both cases the loss may well have been due to “shoddy work”.  But in both cases the loss was 

sufficiently “fortuitous” to trigger the insuring covenant.  Sayers is properly explained on the 

basis of the court’s express reasoning; cost of making good the faulty workmanship was cost of 

repair of physical damage to the equipment caused by the faulty workmanship. 

110. Bird Construction is said to have been correctly decided, on the basis that, where a 

contractor drops and damages trusses he is installing, the insured should be required to supply the 

materials required to redo the work.79  The court in Bird Construction expressly rejected the 

notion that the exclusion should be restricted to cost of redoing the installation, and found that 

cost of repair of physical damage caused by the faulty work, to that part of the property being 

worked on, was cost of making good.  Bird Construction is indistinguishable from the present 

case.  The same comment applies to Ploutos. 80   

111. Ontario Hydro is said to be properly explained, not on application of the exclusion, but 

on the concept of voluntary assumption of risk.81  With respect, that is not a tenable explanation 

of Ontario Hydro.  The case can be properly explained, like Bird Construction and the other 

cases discussed above, only on the basis of the court’s express reasoning.  On that reasoning, 

faulty cleaning of the boiler tubes constituted faulty workmanship, and cost of repair of the boiler 

tubes constituted cost of making good that faulty workmanship.  

Alternative Wordings of the Faulty Design or Workmanship Exclusion 

112. In some cases Canadian courts have considered faulty design and workmanship exclusion 

wording which, rather than applying to “cost of making good” faulty design or workmanship, 

with a resulting damage exception, applies to “damage caused by” faulty design or workmanship, 

with a resulting damage exception (or slight variations on that wording).  Those cases include BC 

79 Station Lands factum, para. 151. 
80 Respondents agree that Inland Concrete Limited v. Commonwealth Insurance Company, 2011 ABQB 378 and 
CIC Mining Corp. v. Saskatchewan Government Insurance (1993), 16 C.C.L.I. (2d) 102, (S.K.Q.B.) [“CIC 
Mining”], ABA Tab 7, both of which deal with the faulty materials exclusion are not on point. 
81 Station Lands factum, para. 155. 
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Rail, and Algonquin Power (Long Sault) Partnership v. Chubb Insurance Co. of Canada.82  In 

this context the courts have held that “cost of making good” and “loss caused by” have the same 

meaning.  In either case the exclusion applies to cost of repair of that part of the property which 

is subject to the faulty design or workmanship.   

113. Thus, In BC Rail, in which the exclusion referred to loss or damage “caused by” faulty 

design or workmanship, with a resulting damage exception, the Court of Appeal cited cases on 

the “cost of making good” wording.83  BC Rail itself has been cited in cases on the “cost of 

making good” wording.84  

114. Courts have also held that the exclusion has the same scope where neither “damage 

caused by”, nor “cost of making good” are expressly referred to, and where the wording simply 

excludes “faulty design or workmanship”.  As various courts have noted, the effect of an 

exclusion for “faulty design or workmanship” must be to exclude loss or damage caused by 

faulty design or workmanship.85 

115. In British Columbia v. Royal the policy simply excluded “faulty design or workmanship”, 

with no reference to “damage caused by” or “cost of making good”.  That made no difference to 

the scope of the exclusion, which applied to the peril of faulty design or workmanship, but 

subject to a resulting damage exception. 

116. In summary, there is established, clear and consistent case law interpreting the faulty 

design and workmanship exclusion, both in connection with the meaning of “cost of making 

good” and the meaning of “resulting damage”.  That established interpretation is consistent with 

Canadian caselaw interpreting other property policy exclusions, and is consistent with the 

wording and is consistent with the governing principles of interpretation. 

82 ([2003] O.J. No. 2019 (S.C.J.) [“Algonquin Power”], ABA Tab 2. 
83 At pp. 12 to 23. 
84 See, for example, Poole at paras. 10 to 13. 
85 Sterling Crane v. Penner Bros Utilities Ltd. (1985), 12 C.C.L.I. 97 (B.C.S.C.), RBA Tab 36, which was cited for 
this point in Triple Five, and in CN v. Royal, trial decision at para. 91.  
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117. The Trial Judge committed reviewable errors in failing or declining to follow that 

established meaning, and in interpreting the exclusion as applying only to the cost of redoing the 

faulty work. 

The Words in Isolation 

118. The established interpretation of the exclusion is entirely consistent with the words.  Even 

ignoring, for the moment, all of the case law on the faulty design and workmanship exclusion, 

and considering only the words in isolation, the same result would follow.  The “cost of making 

good” is cost of repair of part of the insured property which is subject to the faulty design or 

workmanship. 

119. “Cost of making good” in its normal grammatical sense must mean cost of repair.  It is 

the cost that would put the insured project owner into the position the insured would have been in 

had there been no faulty design or faulty workmanship.  That is the cost which is excluded, 

subject, of course, to any “resulting damage”.  Any other interpretation is not consistent with the 

words in their normal grammatical sense. 

120. The cost of the cleaning cannot, grammatically, be the “cost of making good”.  To carry 

out a second cleaning or to reimburse the owner for the cost of a proper cleaning does not “make 

good” anything.  Defective workmanship can only be “made good” by repair.  In this case that 

means repairing the damage to the windows. 

121. The phrase “making good” appears in diverse contexts, but always in the sense of 

repairing or fixing the property in question, or putting a party back into the position they 

occupied prior to the breach or other event in question.   

122. The interpretation of “making good” in these other contexts is admittedly of far less 

relevance than the interpretation given to the phrase in the faulty design and workmanship cases.  

Nonetheless, the other contexts in which the phrase has been considered are of some relevance. 
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123. The phrase “making good” commonly appears in construction contracts.86  In that context 

the phrase embodies the concept of repair or replacement of a portion of the project, including 

repair of any physical damage to that portion of the project.87  The concept of “making good” in 

those contracts does not refer to the cost of the work done, or the cost of hypothetical proper 

conduct of the work. 

124. Courts have used the phrase “make good” in defining a strata corporation’s duty to 

“repair” common property and common assets under strata property legislation.88  The phrase has 

also been used in connection with the obligation to repair under a lease89  

125. The phrase appears in the contribution and indemnity provisions of the Negligence Act 

and similar statutes.  There, it embodies the concept of compensation for the wrongs of a 

tortfeasor who must “make good” the damage or loss in proportion to the degree of his or her 

fault.90 

The Policy as a Whole 

126. It is a fundamental rule of interpretation, rightly considered by the Court of Appeal, that 

the words in question must be considered in the context of the policy or other contract as a 

whole. 

86 Including the construction contracts in this case, see CA Decision para 7. 
87  In Cunliffe v. The Hampton Wick Local Board (1892-93), Law Times Reports, RBA Tab 15, a contract for sewer 
works required the contractor to “make good” defects or faults.  Poor installation resulted in breaking of various pipe 
junctions.  The cost of making good was the cost of repair.  In East Ham Corp. v. Bernard Sunley & Sons Ltd. 1966 
AC406 (H.L.), RBA Tab 17, there was defective construction which, well after completion, resulted in stone panels 
beginning to fall from a building.  In the course of determining the measure of damages where the contractor had 
failed in his obligation to “make good” defects, this was the cost of repair or reinstatement of the building Cohen, p. 
434 D-G (in dissent but not on this point) and Guest, p. 440 B-D.   
88 Taychuk v. Owners, Strata Plan LMS 744, 2002 BCSC 1638, RBA Tab 39, at paras. 29 and 33 where the court 
found the strata corporation was obligated “to maintain and repair the [common property] pipes, including making 
good plumbing which is causing water discolouration.” See also Sterloff v. Strata Plan VR 2613, 1994 CanLII 1011 
(B.C.S.C.), RBA Tab 37. 
89 Anstruther-Gough-Calthorpe v. McOscar, [1924] K.B. 716, at p. 733., RBA Tab 2. 
90 See Contributory Negligence Act, RSA 2000, c C-27, s. 1; and Negligence Act, RSBC 1996, c 333, s. 1(1), 2(c), 
3(1)]. The Contributory Negligence Act, RSS 1978, c C-31, s. 2(1), 12; Contributory Negligence Act, RSNB 2011, 
c 131, s. 1(1), 6(2); Contributory Negligence Act, RSNS 1989, c 95, s. 3(1); Contributory Negligence Act, RSPEI 
1988, c C-21, s. 1(1); Contributory Negligence Act, RSNL 1990, c C-33, s. 2(1), 8; Contributory Negligence Act, 
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127. The Policy insures all risks, physical loss or damage, subject to limitations described in 

the Policy.  Where there is physical damage, indemnity under the Policy is cost of repair or 

replacement of the damaged property.  In addition, there are certain time element and other 

coverages that may be triggered, depending on policy wording.  Those time element coverages 

are not relevant here.  The time element coverages cannot be “resulting damage” within the 

meaning of the exception to the exclusion.91 

128. The exclusion must, to have any meaning, apply to take out of cover a cost which, but for 

the exclusion, would be covered.  It must mean cost of repair, or part of the cost of repair.  

Further, “cost of making good”, in the context of the Policy as a whole, cannot mean, as 

Appellants assert, cost of a proper cleaning.  The cost of cleaning the windows would not be 

covered under the Policy in any circumstances.  If there were no faulty design and workmanship 

exclusion in the Policy, the cost of repair of the physical damage to the windows would be 

covered.  But the cost of redoing a defective cleaning would not be covered.  The only type of 

policy which could potentially cover the cost of cleaning is a performance bond.  In the event the 

contractor was unable to complete its work, the insurer under such a bond would step in and pay 

for the cost of doing so.  But this is a property policy and, subject to exclusions, covers only cost 

or repair of physical damage to the insured property, not the cost of properly carrying out poorly 

executed work.92 

129. The nature and extent of the coverage provided, and the interaction between the grant of 

cover and the exclusions may be considered in interpreting the policy wording.  This Court 

adopted such an approach in Progressive Homes.  In Progressive Homes this Court, while 

acknowledging that “perfect mutual exclusivity” in an insurance policy is not required, accepted 

that the exclusions can be relevant in interpreting the coverage grant, and that the exceptions to 

RSY 2002, c 42, s. 1(1); Contributory Negligence Act, RSNWT 1988, c C-18, s. 4; Contributory Negligence Act, 
RSNWT (Nu) 1988, c C-18, s. 2, 4. 
91 BC Rail, at paras. 54 to 88; CN v. Royal, at paras. 95 to 99. 
92 In a very different scenario, involving, for example, accidental and unanticipated spraying of construction debris 
onto windows, the cost of the cleaning could, itself, be the cost of repair of damage to the windows, and, subject to 
exclusions, could be covered.  But here, where the cleaning is simply part of the construction process, cost of redoing 
a faulty cleaning could not be covered. 
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the exclusions can be relevant in interpreting the exclusions.93  An interpretation of any one 

which renders another meaningless should be avoided. 

130. A similar approach is appropriate here.  If the “cost of making good” applies only to the 

cost of the cleaning, there would be no scope for application of the exclusion.  The exclusion will 

be meaningless and irrelevant to cover.  Such an interpretation should be avoided. 

131. The Court of Appeal rightly found it appropriate to consider the interaction between the 

coverage grant and the exclusions.  This matter has been considered by prior courts interpreting 

the exclusion.94 Contrary to Appellants’ arguments, this interpretation is consistent with this 

Court’s reasoning in Progressive Homes. 

132. Appellants, to avoid relying on an interpretation under which the exclusion applies to no 

physical damage, suggest that the exclusion would apply only to cost of repairing intentional 

“damage” to the project, caused to gain access to, remove or reinstall deficient work.  Those 

types of costs are generally referred to as “rip and tear” or “access” costs. 

133. There is no support for this interpretation in the wording or the jurisprudence.  If, as 

Appellants suggest, the exclusion does not apply to cost of repair of the part of the specific part 

of the project subject to faulty design or workmanship, it is difficult to see how the exclusion 

could apply to damage to other parts of the project caused during the repair.  Intentional 

“damage”, incurred to repair a defective but undamaged component of the project would not 

constitute physical damage, and would not be covered, irrespective of a faulty design and 

workmanship exclusion.  In any event, they cannot constitute the physical damage to which the 

exclusion must refer. 

93 See para. 40, in connection with interaction between the coverage grant and “work performed” exclusion and 
paras. 66-70 in regard to interaction between the exception for subcontractor work and the “work performed” 
exclusion. 
94 See, for example, BC Rail and CN v. Royal trial decision. 
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The Commercial Context and Reasonable Expectations 

134. Where policy wording is ambiguous it is appropriate to consider the commercial context 

and the reasonable expectations of the parties, objectively construed.  These matters, as the Court 

of Appeal noted, must be secondary to consideration of the words themselves. 

135. The Court of Appeal considered these matters carefully.  The Court referred to the nature 

of the cover that could reasonably be expected under a builders’ risk policy, and the commercial 

justification for a division of risk which takes out of cover costs made necessary by the insured’s 

use of faulty design or workmanship.  The Court referred to the prior cases, which are directly on 

point.95 

136. Appellants argue that the insureds under the Policy, and specifically Station Lands as 

named insured (and as claimant under the Policy in this case), would have a reasonable 

expectation that all physical losses occurring on site would be covered, irrespective of whether 

those losses involved faulty design or workmanship. 

137. With respect, that assertion cannot be correct.  This Policy, like any other policy, was not 

made in a vacuum.  This Policy was entered into in a commercial context which included the 

established case law interpreting and applying the exclusion.  On the basis of that case law, and 

on the words of the exclusion, the parties to this or any other builders’ risk policy must, 

objectively, be taken to know that many losses will be outside cover.  Specifically, if the 

builders’ risk policy includes a faulty design and workmanship exclusion on the “cost of making 

good” wording, or similar wording, the parties must reasonably expect cost of repair of the 

relevant part of the project to be outside cover. 

138. In other circumstances the exclusion, on this wording, would apply to costs much larger 

than costs that could conceivably be required to repair (or replace) the windows.  In other 

circumstances, the exclusion would apply to the entire cost of repair of the collapsed building.  

That is the reality of builders’ risk insurance.  The market has developed a variety of faulty 

95 CA Decision at para. 24, citing Poole, Triple Five, and Ploutos.  
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design and workmanship wordings, permitting the parties to tailor the scope of the exclusion, 

with narrower exclusion wording presumably requiring a higher premium. 

139. As the Court of Appeal rightly noted, the established jurisprudence concerning the 

exclusion is a matter which forms part of the commercial background to this Policy, and which 

may be considered in determining the parties’ reasonable expectations. 

140. The surrounding general commercial context, and the reasonable expectation of the 

parties to a policy with this exclusion, are consistent with a finding that the exclusion applies, 

and are inconsistent with any other conclusion.  The Trial Judge committed reviewable error in 

failing to consider these matters. 

Consideration of Irrelevant Matters by the Trial Judge 

141. The Trial Judge erred in failing to interpret the exclusion in accordance with established 

case law and the principles of interpretation cited above.  In addition, the Trial Judge erred in 

considering matters irrelevant to the proper interpretation of the exclusion, and in applying 

contra proferentum. 

142. The Trial Judge referred to two characteristics of the policy in interpreting the exclusions: 

 the fact that the policy was an “all risks” policy, and the fact that the cleaning subcontractor, 

Bristol, was an additional insured under the policy. 

143. Neither factor can be relevant to interpretation of the exclusion.  Both factors exist in 

every case involving interpretation of a builders’ risk policy.  Such policies are generally, if not 

universally, on “all risks” wording, and such policies generally, if not universally, cover all 

contractors and subcontractors, as well as various other parties involved in the relevant project. 

144. The courts have noted, in prior case law concerning the exclusion, that the “all risks” 

nature of the policy is irrelevant to interpretation of the faulty design and workmanship 

exclusion.  The “all risks” nature of the policy simply means that the policy covers all risks of 

fortuitous physical injury, subject to exclusions.  The exclusions represent the agreed upon 
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150. Contra proferentum is a legal principle of interpretation. The Trial Judge’s incorrect 

application of this principle is an error of law, but required appellate intervention regardless of 

the applicable standard of review. 

The “Multiple Contractors” Argument 

151. In the Court of Appeal Appellants relied heavily on what was termed the “multiple 

contractor” argument.  Appellants asserted that the faulty design and workmanship exclusion 

could not apply where the faulty workmanship involved cleaning by one contractor of exterior 

glass installed by another contractor. 

152. The “multiple contractor” argument was not referred to by the Trial Judge.  The issue was 

carefully considered by the Court of Appeal, and was rejected. 98  

153. That argument is pursued only in a very limited way on appeal to this Court.  Appellants’ 

primary argument in this Court is that the exclusion must be interpreted as applying only to cost 

of properly doing the defective work, and not to any cost of repair.  However, Appellants make 

some reference to the “multiple contractors”, in the Ledcor factum. 

154. Whether more than one contractor or other party was involved in the part of the project 

requiring repair could make no difference to interpretation of the policy. 

155. Cost of repair of window scratching is “cost of making good” faulty workmanship 

because the work involved was being carried out directly on the windows and the scratching of 

the windows arose directly from that faulty work.  Whether the contractor had also manufactured, 

fabricated and/or installed that part of the project on which it carries out faulty workmanship 

cannot affect application of the exclusion. 

156. There is one builders’ risk policy, taken out by the project owners, and covering the 

project as a whole.  The exclusion applies to cost of making good faulty workmanship in 

connection with the project.  The exclusion does not refer to, and is not restricted to cost of 

98 CA Decision paras. 33 to 43. 
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making good faulty workmanship where the work in question is being done on a part of the 

project installed by the same contractor. 

157. Apart from the lack of any support for the “multiple contractors” argument in the 

wording, that approach makes no sense in the context of the Policy.  The builders’ risk policy, as 

the Court of Appeal pointed out, is in force for years, and covers the entire project.  Application 

of the exclusion cannot depend on how the work was divided up among contractors or other 

parties.   

158. There are many steps in connection with various elements of a construction project, 

including manufacture, fabrication, supply, installation, testing, commissioning and cleaning.  

How many of those steps must be taken by a single contractor or other party before the exclusion, 

on the multiple contractor theory, would apply?  No answer is given in the words of the 

exclusion.  Nor would it make any commercial sense that application of the exclusion depend on 

the answer to that question. 

159. There are many cases in which multiple parties were involved in the fault design or 

workmanship, and many cases in which multiple parties had been involved at different stages, in 

terms of fabrication, construction, installation, testing or cleaning of the part of the project in 

question.  No court has considered that relevant to application of the exclusion.  Those cases 

include the following: 

a) In Ploutos, the faulty workmanship was, at least in part, faulty moisture 

testing by a sub-sub-contractor.  That did not affect application of the 

exclusion. 

b) In Algonquin Power, various parties were involved in aspects of design of 

the dam.  That did not affect application of the exclusion. 

c) In Pentagon Construction (1969) Co. Ltd. v. United States Fidelity and 

Guaranty Company, in a case involving faulty workmanship (and possibly 

faulty design) in connection with testing of a tank under construction, the 
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Court noted that the number of persons or parties involved could make no 

difference to interpretation of the exclusion. 99  

160. This issue has been considered in certain United States decisions.  US case law, in certain 

circumstances, can be persuasive in connection with insurance law.100 Interpretation of the faulty 

workmanship exclusion, at least in those US jurisdictions which take an approach to 

interpretation of the exclusion is similar to the Canadian courts.101 

161. In L.F. Driscoll Company v. American Protection Ins. Co. following completion of a roof 

of one section of the project by one group of contractors, another group of contractors were 

carrying out work on the roof.  During the course of that work the second group of contractors 

damaged the roof.  The insured argued that cost of repair of the roof was not within the faulty 

workmanship exclusion.  The court rejected that argument.  It was irrelevant that separate 

contractors were involved.  As in the present case, the project involved a single building, damage 

to that building, and a policy taken out by the owner.102 

162. Driscoll has recently been followed in BSI Constructors Inc. v. Hartford Fire Insurance 

Co. on similar facts.  As in Driscoll the court held that, where contractors, through faulty 

workmanship, damaged the work of other contractors, the exclusion applies. 103 

99 (1977) 77 DLR (3d) 189 (B.C.C.A.). RBA Tab 30, per Robertson J.A. at p. 360. 
100 Ploutos, para. 99, Bonser v. London & Midland General Insurance Co., [1970] 1 O.R. 89, 7 D.L.R. (3d) 561 
(H.C.J.), RBA Tab 6, upheld [1970] 3 O.R. 324, 13 D.L.R. (3d) 60 (C.A.), upheld [1973] S.C.R. 10, 29 D.L.R. (3d) 
468). 
101 In some US jurisdictions matters occurring on site in connection with construction do not constitute 
“workmanship”.  That issue, and certain US caselaw on that point, were considered by the Trial Judge and by the 
Court of Appeal in this case.  That point is referred to below, in connection with the question of whether the poor 
cleaning constitutes faulty workmanship. 
102 930 F.Supp. 184 (E.D.Pa. 1996) [“Driscoll”], RBA Tab 21. The exclusion in L.F. Driscoll had language referring 
to “property being worked upon at the time of loss or damage” in addition to the traditional faulty design or 
workmanship exclusion.  The court noted that neither party placed any reliance on that wording in argument, and 
accordingly, the court did not rely on that wording in reaching its conclusion. 
103 (2013) 705 F.3d 330 (U.S.C.A., 8th Circuit) [“BSI”], RBA Tab 8. 
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Additional Alternate Wordings; The “DE” and “LEG” Wordings 

163. The “cost of making good” wording has been in use in Canada since at least the 1970’s.  

The cases on the wording date back to 1980.  There are now several faulty design/faulty 

workmanship exclusion wordings available in the insurance market.  Specifically, there are two 

alternate sets of available wordings, developed by two groups of London underwriters, referred to 

as the “DE” and “LEG” wordings. 

164. The “DE” and “LEG” wordings both provide a set of graduated exclusions, with the 

scope of the exclusion decreasing through progression of the wordings.  The full text of the 

wordings is set out in the authorities.104  The wordings, in  summary, are as follows: 

DE 1 - Applies to loss or damage caused by faulty design or faulty 
workmanship.  Its scope is likely similar to the “cost of making good” 
exclusion, but without a resulting damage exception. 

DE 2 - Applies for loss or damage to a part of the insured property which is 
faulty, and to any other part of the insured property that relies on the 
faulty part for support.  The DE 2 wording clarifies (as do DE 3 and 
DE 4) that “rip and tear” or “access” costs are not insured under any 
circumstances, and that a fault or defect alone is not sufficient to trigger 
cover.  In other words, there must be physical damage to trigger cover, 
in which case the exclusion applies to the cost of repair of the relevant 
parts of the insured property. 

DE 3 - Similar to DE 2, but omits reference to property which relies for support 
on the defective part, and accordingly provides broader cover. 

DE 4 - Similar to DE 2 and DE 3, but narrows the exclusion to the specific 
individual part or component that is defective. 

DE 5 - Excludes only incremental cost of improvement in design or 
workmanship. 

LEG 1 -` Equivalent to DE 1 

LEG 2 - Adopts a concept different than all of the other LEG/DE exclusions.  
LEG 2 applies to the hypothetical cost that would have been incurred to 
rectify the defect in the insured property, had the defect been discovered 
just prior to physical damage occurring.  LEG 2 is the only one of the 

104 See Chartered Insurance Institute, Construction Insurance, 1999, Cromwell Press Limited, pp. 158 to 166, RBA 
Tab 46. 
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DE or LEG exclusions that involves calculation of a hypothetical cost, 
not part of the actual cost of repair. 

LEG 3 - Equivalent to DE 5. 

165. The alternate wordings are relevant for at least three reasons. 

166. First, the Appellants comment extensively on these wordings in their facta and make 

some arguments to which a response is necessary.  

167. Second, this Court would have the ability, subject to principles referred to elsewhere, to 

overturn the established line of case law on the “cost of making good” wording.  To the extent 

that issue could arise, it is important to understand the range of wordings available, to 

demonstrate that there is no need to interfere with the parties’ ability to choose wording 

appropriate to the Policy and no reason to overturn the established line of authority interpreting 

the “cost of making good” wording. 

168. Third, the range of available wording is potentially relevant in connection with the 

application of the principles of interpretation, including the commercial context and reasonable 

expectations of the parties, objectively construed. 

169. Appellants assert105 that the two Canadian cases to have considered one of the DE or 

LEG wordings support an interpretation of the faulty design and workmanship exclusion under 

which the exclusion applies only to cost of redoing the work, and all cost of repair is covered. 

170. The cases are Acciona, and PCL Constructors Canada Inc. v. Allianz Global Risks US 

Insurance Co.106   

171. The decisions in Acciona and PCL support Respondents’ position, not that of Appellants. 

The LEG2 wording is very specific, and very different than the “cost of making good” wording.  

In fact, the unusual nature of the LEG2 wording caused both the Acciona and PCL courts to 

conclude that the clause is not, in fact, an exclusion at all, but a “deeming” clause.   

105 Ledcor factum, paras 150-156. 
106 2014 ONSC 7480 [“PCL”], RBA Tab 29. 
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172. Irrespective of whether that is a correct statement, the LEG2 wording is very different 

than the “cost of making good” exclusion.  The LEG2 wording is specifically restricted to the 

cost that would have been incurred, if a defect in the insured property had been discovered prior 

to occurrence of any damage. 

173. This is an entirely different concept than that which underlies the cost of making good 

exclusion.  It is also a different concept than that which underlies the other DE and LEG 

exclusions.  The DE and LEG exclusions range from very broad in application (DE 1 or Leg 1) to 

very narrow (DE 5 and LEG2/3).  The wording that parties adopt in a particular case is entirely a 

matter of agreement. 

174. Appellants suggest that the reasonable expectations of the parties in connection with a 

policy on LEG2 wording and a policy on the wording at issue in this case are identical.107 The 

reasonable expectations of the parties would be very different, in line with the different scope of 

the exclusion, as dictated by the different wording.   

175. In response to this point, it is notable that the parties here specifically removed from the 

Bristol contract a requirement for a builders’ risk policy with a design and workmanship 

exclusion on LEG2 wording. 

176.  LEG2 is, effectively, the wording called for on the contract forms issued by the Canadian 

Construction Association (CCA).  The CCA forms generally require Insurance Bureau of Canada 

(IBC) Form 4042, including relevant CCDC endorsement, Form 4047.  Form 4047 amends the 

definition of “resulting damage” so that resulting damage is deemed to constitute only those costs 

that would have been incurred, prior to physical damage, to rectify the fault.108 

177. LEG 2 was required on the CCDC forms utilized in this case.  That provision was, 

however, deleted from the Bristol contract, in favour of a clause permitting any faulty design and 

faulty workmanship exclusion, subject to certain deductibles.109 

107 Ledcor Factum, para 154. 
108 Canadian Construction Documents Committee, A Guide to Construction Insurance, CCDC 21, 2000, RBA Tab 
45.. 
109 JAR Tab 14, p.131, GC 11.1.3 and p.145 (SC25.7(b)). 
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178. Had the Policy included a LEG2 exclusion, the result in this case would have been 

different.  It is possible that, if the Policy was on LEG2 wording, the exclusion would not apply 

at all.  The LEG2 wording, unlike the DE1 and LEG1 wordings, may apply only where there is 

property “containing” a defect, which then suffers damage.  There is no Canadian case law on 

this point.  It is arguable however, that the exclusion, on this wording, does not apply at all to the 

type of situation considered in this case, and in such prior cases as Ontario Hydro, Sayers, Bird 

Construction and others.  It is also arguable, if the LEG2 wording applied, that the cost that 

would have avoided occurrence of any damage is, potentially, the cost of a proper construction 

cleaning.   

179. But that is because of the very specific wording of LEG 2, which requires consideration 

of the hypothetical cost that would have been incurred to rectify any defective condition in the 

property, prior to occurrence of any damage.  That is an entirely different result than that which 

follows on “cost of making good” wording, or on some of the other DE and LEG wordings.  The 

difference in result arises entirely from the choice of one of a range of alternate wordings, 

intended to give parties the ability to tailor the scope of the exclusion to the desired scope of 

cover. 

Appellants’ Criticisms of the Court of Appeal’s Analysis 

180. Appellants make certain specific criticisms of the Court of Appeal decision which should 

be individually addressed.  

Consideration of Progressive Homes 

181. Appellants assert that the Court of Appeal decision ran contrary to the principles of 

interpretation as set by this Court in Progressive Homes.  That criticism is not justified. 

182. The Court of Appeal, in noting that “truisms” are of limited assistance, was echoing, not 

rejecting, this Court’s approach in Progressive Homes.  This Court, in Progressive Homes, noted 

the primacy of the policy wording.  It is only where the wording itself is ambiguous that matters 

such as reasonable expectations and commercial context are to be considered, and consideration 

of those matters must ultimately yield a result that does not contradict the wording. 
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183. In Progressive Homes this Court rejected an argument, in the context of a liability policy, 

that damage caused by one part of a structure to another part could not constitute “property 

damage”.  This Court found, on the plain meaning of the wording, and on caselaw interpreting 

the wording, that damage to one part of the structure, caused by another part, could constitute 

“property damage”.  While the issue is very different than that which arises in this case, the 

nature of the analysis adopted by the Court of Appeal is consistent with Progressive Homes. 

184. Appellants make a further argument that the Court of Appeal failed to follow Progressive 

Homes and erred in its approach to interpretation of the exclusion.110   Appellants assert that the 

Court of Appeal did not follow the proper sequential analysis (involving consideration of the 

coverage grant, followed by the exclusions, followed by any exceptions to the exclusions) as 

referred to in Progressive Homes.  Appellants assert that the Court of Appeal erred in 

interpreting “cost of making good” and “resulting damage” “symbiotically”.111 

185. This Court’s statement regarding general order of interpretation in Progressive Homes 

was clearly not intended to set a rule that the words of the exclusion and exception must be 

considered separately and in isolation.  To do so would violate the principles of interpretation, 

including the principle that the words must be construed in light of the context of the policy as a 

whole.  In Progressive Homes, this Court engaged in exactly such an analysis.112 

186. Appellants also rely on this Court’s discussion, in Progressive Homes, of the concept of 

fortuity.  That discussion, in Progressive Homes, was in the context of the argument, noted 

above, that damage to one part of a structure arising from another part of the structure could not 

fall within the insuring covenant in the liability policies considered in that case.  Appellants 

assert that the concept of fortuity requires an interpretation of the Policy under which all 

“fortuitous” losses are outside the exclusion.  The only costs within the exclusion are those which 

are “non-fortuitous”113  

110 Ledcor factum, paras 105-113. 
111 CA Decision para. 26. 
112 See para. 35 above. 
113 See, inter alia, Station Lands factum paras. 115-123. 
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187. That approach is not tenable.  Non-fortuitous costs or losses are not within the initial 

grant of coverage (the issue considered in Progressive Homes).  The physical damage in this 

case, and in all of the cases considered above, was “fortuitous”.  That is why the cases turn on 

application of the exclusion, rather than on the question of whether the insuring covenant was 

triggered.  The principle of fortuity is of no assistance in interpreting this exclusion, or any other 

exclusion.  If the exclusion is under consideration the loss is, by definition, “fortuitous”. 

188. Appellants also incorrectly describe the principle of fortuity, dividing losses into those 

that are intentional, those that are negligent, and those that are fortuitous or accidental.114  There 

is no division between negligence and fortuity (or accident).  Fortuitous losses may arise from 

negligent conduct.  Negligent conduct may be, or may lead to, an “accident”.  Poor, deficient or 

“shoddy” work may give rise to a fortuitous loss, and this is the precise fact scenario considered 

in many of the faulty design and workmanship exclusion cases.115 

Commonwealth Construction and the Nature of Builders’ Risk Policies 

189. Appellants assert that the Court of Appeal ignored this Court’s decision in 

Commonwealth Construction Co. Ltd. v. Imperial Oil Ltd. et. al116.  That is not correct.  This 

Court’s decision in Commonwealth Construction is an important statement on certain matters 

relevant to interpretation of builders’ risk policies.  The issue in Commonwealth Construction 

was whether, with respect to a claim within the scope of cover, additional unnamed insureds 

were entitled to be protection from subrogation.  No similar issue arises here.   

190. Commonwealth Construction refers to certain general matters, not in dispute, in 

connection with the nature and scope of cover under builders risk policies generally.  These 

include that fact that, as noted by the Court of Appeal, the policy generally provides cover 

(subject to exclusions) for all or most aspects of the work to be carried out on site, and for a wide 

range of parties involved in that work. 

114 Station Lands factum, para. 116. 
115 Station Lands factum, para.116. 
116 [1978] 1 S.C.R. 317, [“Commonwealth Construction”], ABA Tab 8. 
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191. But this Court, in Commonwealth Construction, was not making any comment on the 

application or interpretation of policy exclusions.  Appellants refer to Commonwealth 

Construction as if it stood for the proposition that a builders’ risk policy is not capable of 

including exclusions which take out of cover any part of the cost of repair of physical damage 

occurring on site.  That is simply not correct.  A builders’ risk policy, like any policy, will take 

out of cover some claims for cost of repair of physical damage.  

192. None of the Canadian courts interpreting and applying the faulty design and workmanship 

exclusion in the context of a builders risk policy have considered it necessary to address 

Commonwealth Construction.  The decision of this Court in Commonwealth Construction, while 

forming part of the legal framework applicable to builders’ risk policies generally, is not relevant 

to interpretation and application of policy exclusions, including the faulty design and 

workmanship exclusion. 

Reference to the Bristol Contract 

193. Appellants are highly critical of the Court of Appeal’s reference to the Bristol Contract.  

Appellants assert that the Court should not have referred in any way to the Bristol Contract, a 

document “entirely foreign” to the Policy.  With respect, that criticism is misplaced. 

194. It is important to keep in mind the nature and scope of Appellants’ argument in this case.  

The Appellants’ primary position in the Court of Appeal was based on the “multiple contractor” 

argument.  The Appellants’ argument sought to divide up the construction project into its 

constituent parts, with the scope of “making good” depending entirely on the scope of the 

contractual obligation of the specific contractor or other party whose work or design led to the 

damage, rather than on the part of the project to which that work related. 

195. The Court of Appeal, at para. 35, pointed out that even restricting “making good” to 

Bristol’s specific contractual obligation would not limit the exclusion to the cost of a proper 

cleaning.  Bristol’s contractual obligation included repairing damage to the windows (and 

potentially other parts of the project) caused by its faulty cleaning. 
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196. The Court of Appeal correctly rejected the multiple contractor argument, and did not 

interpret the exclusion with reference to the contractual obligation of the specific contractor or 

other party whose faulty workmanship or design is in question. 

197. Also, Appellants assert that all physical damage occurring on site is covered by insurance, 

and that all parties involved in the construction process, on this project and in connection with 

builders’ risk policies generally, would reasonably expect that to be the scope of cover provided.  

The only cost not covered by insurance is the cost of properly carrying out the faulty work or, in 

this case, the cost of a proper cleaning.  

198. In that context, it was appropriate, and necessary, for the Court of Appeal to have regard 

to the Bristol Contract, for additional reasons: 

199. The Bristol Contract contains detailed terms making Bristol responsible for physical loss 

and damage in certain circumstances.  If, as Appellants argue, the parties reasonably expected all 

physical damage to be covered under the Policy, there would be no reason for those terms.  The 

Bristol Contract is inconsistent with the Appellants’ assertions concerning the reasonable 

expectations of the parties. 

200. Also, the Bristol Contract contains certain terms referring to Bristol’s obligation to “make 

good”, and uses that term as denoting an obligation to repair.  That is inconsistent with 

Appellants’ argument that “making good”, as used in the Policy, refers only to the cost of a 

proper cleaning, and has no relationship to cost of repair.   

The Importance of Established Precedent 

201. Even if this Court were to decide, contrary to Respondents’ submission, that Appellants’ 

interpretation is correct, that interpretation should not be adopted. 

202. Appellants’ assert that all cost of repair of any physical damage to the insured project, 

including the very part which is subject to the faulty design or workmanship, is outside the 

exclusion.  That is contrary to long standing, established and consistent interpretation of the 

exclusion.  The existing interpretation has been in place for many years.  Commercial decisions, 
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including decisions concerning placing of insurance, premium and other matters are obviously 

made on the basis of the existing interpretation.  The market has developed a series of alternate 

exclusion wordings that the parties may choose if they wish to have broader, or narrower, cover.  

In those circumstances, there is no justification for overturning the established interpretation of 

the exclusion, and very strong reasons to preserve that interpretation. 

203. Commercial factors, in connection with established interpretation of a particular term of a 

contract or similar document, were referred to in Jindal Iron & Steel Co. Limited v. Islamic 

Solidarity Shipping Co. Jordan Inc.117  This Court has considered similar principles, outside 

contractual interpretation context, in Craig v. Canada.118 

Was the Poor Cleaning “Faulty Workmanship?” 

204. Appellants do not directly challenge the decision of the Trial Judge and Court of Appeal 

that the poor cleaning was “faulty workmanship”.  However, the question of what types of 

activities would constitute faulty workmanship is referred to in Appellants’ facta, in connection 

with arguments concerning the physical and systemic connectedness test.  This portion of 

Respondents’ factum is necessary if Appellants challenge the findings of the Trial Judge and 

Court of Appeal on this point.  In addition, irrespective of whether that finding is challenged, the 

question of what constitutes “faulty workmanship” may be relevant to this Court’s consideration 

of the physical and systemic connectedness test.  

205. “Faulty workmanship” as the Court of Appeal rightly found, generally constitutes any 

activity on the site involving the application of a degree of care and skill.  Where the work 

consists of or includes pre-acceptance construction cleaning, the cleaning constitutes 

workmanship under a builders’ risk policy.  This was specifically held to be the case in Ontario 

Hydro, on an aspect of the decision which Clackson J. rightly accepted. 

206. Similarly, “faulty workmanship” has been found to include; 

117[2004] UKHL 49, RBA Tab 19, paras. 27 to 30. 
118 2012 SCJ No. 43, RBA Tab 9. 
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a) inadequate measures to protect electrical equipment prior to installation, 

resulting in physical damage to the equipment (Sayers);  

b) poor erection procedures, resulting in collapse of trusses in the course of 

erection (Bird Construction);  

c) poor construction techniques involving use of temporary bracing, resulting 

in collapse of a house under construction (Greene,);  

d) testing procedures applied to a tank under construction (Pentagon 

Construction); and 

e) testing procedures applied to a flooring system (Ploutos). 

207. At trial and on appeal Appellants relied on a U.S. decision, City of Barre, Vermont, v. 

New Hampshire Insurance Company119 and CIC Mining in support of an argument that cleaning 

is not workmanship.   

208. In City of Barre the court held that improper installation techniques could not be 

workmanship.  That conclusion is contrary not only to the US cases referred to above (Driscoll 

and BSI), but is also directly contrary to various Canadian cases, including Greene, which is on 

indistinguishable facts.  Clackson J rightly rejected reliance on this case, as did the Court of 

Appeal. 

209. CIC Mining is not on point.  That case involved defective pipe constituting faulty 

materials. The insured argued unsuccessfully that faulty workmanship was involved, in the 

context of an unusual policy wording that covered, rather than excluded, cost of making good 

faulty workmanship rendering the project unfit for its intended purpose.  The fault was in pipe 

supplied to the site, so that only the faulty materials exclusion could be triggered.  There was no 

faulty workmanship as nothing was done wrong on site. 

119 136 Vt. 484 (1978 Vt. LEXIS 651) [“City of Barre”]. RBA Tab 12. 
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210. US courts have specifically held that cleaning construction debris from windows 

constitutes “faulty workmanship” in considering a liability policy exclusion for claims of repair 

or replacement of property “necessary by reason of faulty workmanship thereon by or on behalf 

of the insured”.120   

211. To the extent this may be relevant, Lusalon also confirms that some forms of liability 

policy would provide cover to Bristol for a claim against it by the Appellants, for cost of repair of 

the scratched glass.121   

ISSUE 3: THE PHYSICAL AND SYSTEMIC CONNECTEDNESS TEST 

212. The physical and systemic connectedness test involves consideration of three elements, 

which bear repeating: 

(a)  the degree to which the damage was to a portion of the project actually being 

worked on at the time, or was collateral damage to other areas, keeping in mind 

that there are parts of the property that may work together as one system;  

(b) the nature of the work being done, and whether the damage is a natural or 

foreseeable consequence of the work itself; and 

(c) whether the damage was within the purview of normal risks of poor 

workmanship, or was unexpected and fortuitous. 

213. A legal test can be a useful lens through which to consider the words of a contract or 

statute.  The test cannot replace the words of the contract or statute; but the test can assist in 

interpretation. 

214. Each element of the physical or systemic connectedness test is a matter which requires 

consideration, by the express words of the exclusion. 

120 Lusalon, Inc. v. The Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company, 498 N.E.2d 1373; 1896 Mass. App. LEXIS 
1860 [“Lusalon”], RBA Tab 22. 
121 Lusalon, at p. 95. 
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215. The first element of the test refers to the extent to which the damage was to the part of the 

project being worked on, or was collateral damage to other areas. 

216. This is the primary consideration in determining whether the cost in question is “cost of 

making good” or “resulting damage”.  Once it is determined that the exclusion is triggered (i.e., 

there is faulty design or workmanship, and some physical damage) the key consideration is 

physical proximity of the damaged component to the component that was subject to faulty design 

or workmanship.  Where, as in this case, the only damage is to the specific part of the property 

being worked on, the analysis is straightforward.  However, other scenarios could engage the 

border between excluded cost of repair and resulting damage. 

217. Physical proximity is not the sole determinant in terms of the boundary between that part 

of the property that falls within the exclusion and that part which is within the exception.  Two 

non-adjoining or physically distant parts of the project may be connected as part of the same 

system, with the result that faulty design or workmanship affecting any part of the system should 

be treated as affecting the entire system.  Conversely, project elements that are in close physical 

proximity may be completely unrelated in terms of construction and use.  Hence, the “systemic” 

aspect of the test is useful. 

218. The importance of physical and/or systemic proximity can be seen from several cases 

considering the border between “cost of making good” faulty design or workmanship (or other 

excluded perils) and “resulting damage”.  The factual scenarios that Canadian courts have 

considered include: 

(a) A non-faulty part of the building or structure supported by a faulty part of the 

structure, and which collapsed as a result of failure of the faulty part;122 

(b) Temporary works for use only during construction, and physically separate from, 

and not supporting, the final structure;123 

122 See, for example, Simcoe & Erie v. Royal, Triple Five and Greene. 
123 See British Columbia v. Royal. 
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(c) A structure consisting of different elements which, while separate in some 

respects, operate together in a seamless way.124  

219. Appellants are critical of this part of the test.  But Appellants are not able to point to a 

scenario in which this aspect of the test would create a result contrary to any of the prior cases 

which have considered the exclusion.  The Court of Appeal, in formulating the physical and 

systemic connectedness test, was attempting to synthesize the existing law, and was not seeking 

to change the existing law.  The first part of the new test is useful and relevant in that context, 

and should be endorsed by this Court. 

220. The second and third elements of the test refer to the nature of the work being done, 

whether the damage is a natural and forseeable consequence of that work, and whether the 

damage is within the normal purview of risks of poor workmanship. 

221. Appellants’ criticism of the second and third branches of the test assumes that, in 

formulating these parts of the test, the Court of Appeal was addressing the question of what 

constitutes faulty workmanship.125  That is not the case.  Whether the activity in question 

constitutes “faulty design” or “faulty workmanship” is, as the Court of Appeal said, a threshold 

question.  It is clear from the relevant passages of the Appeal Court’s decision that the new test 

addresses the border between cost of making good faulty design or workmanship, and resulting 

damage; it does not address the threshold question of whether there is faulty design or 

workmanship, so as to trigger the exclusion. 

222. For that reason, Appellants’ criticism of the second branch of the test is misplaced.  The 

onus remains on insurers to establish that there was faulty design and workmanship.  Nor was the 

Court intending to replace the existing analysis to be used in addressing the threshold question.  

The threshold question turns on whether there was design or workmanship that did not take into 

account all forseeable risks, applying a state of the art standard.126  It does not, for example, turn 

124 For example, the wheels, cars and track forming part of the rollercoaster in Triple Five. 
125 See, inter alia, Station Lands factum, paras. 60-68. 
126 The “state of the art” standard replaced the prior “all forseeable risks” standard, in connection with the design 
aspect of the exclusion, as a result of this Court’s decision in CN v Royal.  While no case has yet considered whether 
the “state of art standard” applies to the faulty workmanship aspect of the exclusion, the same standard would 
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on whether there was an error in the ordinary incidents of the work, as referred to in the second 

branch of the test. 

223. In this context Appellants state that such matters as “spilling a bucket, dropping a brick or 

punching a hole in a wall…” should not be treated as faulty workmanship.127  The words of the 

exclusion and the case law make it clear that any activity on the site, related to the construction, 

involving the application of a degree of care and skill, constitute workmanship.  Case law 

acknowledges that some activities may be sufficiently unrelated to the construction process that 

they do not constitute workmanship.128  The issue does not arise in this case, and is not the 

question being addressed in the second and third branches of the test. 

224. The second and third branches of the test address potential circumstances in which there 

is a more remote connection between the faulty workmanship and the damage it causes.  This 

case lies at one end of the spectrum.  The workers did not follow specifications intended to avoid 

scratching and, as a result, the glass was scratched.  There was no intervening force or other 

event.  The scratching was the likely (if not inevitable) result of the poor cleaning. 

225. At the other end of the spectrum is a scenario in which the damage is more remote and 

less forseeable.  An example at this end of the spectrum might be a worker who, using a cutting 

tool improperly, on a single pipe to be installed into the building, burns down the project.  Other 

scenarios are referred to by the Court of Appeal.  No Canadian courts have considered this 

spectrum in connection with the faulty design and workmanship exclusion.  The issue, quite 

simply, has not arisen.  In all of the cases cited above the damage, including collapse of the 

structure, has been determined to be within the exclusion.  However, future cases may involve 

facts closer to the boundary, and the second and third branches of the test are useful in 

considering that question.  

presumably apply to both branches.  The same standard applied to both brances (see, for example, Brown, Insurance 
Law of Canada, 8th ed. (Toronto, Carswell, 2015) Vol. 2, 20-32 – 20-33, (RBA, Tab 44)).  Nothing could turn on the 
distinction in this case, as it accepted that the work was faulty. 
127 Station Lands factum, para. 90. 
128 See, for example, BSI, p.6. 
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CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY 

226. The Trial Judge interpreted the exclusion in a manner that was simply not open to him.  

The Trial Judge’s interpretation was contrary to the words of the Policy, considered both in 

isolation and in the commercial context.  The Trial Judge’s interpretation was contrary to a long 

and consistent line of case law considering the precise words in issue.  The exclusion simply 

cannot be restricted to the cost of redoing the cleaning; it applies to cost of repair of the very part 

of the project being worked on, and which suffered damage directly due to the faulty mode of 

work.  On the words and the jurisprudence, the cost of repair of the scratching was “cost of 

making good”, not “resulting damage”.  Other facts may test the border between the exclusion 

and the exception.  The facts here do not. 

227. The Court of Appeal was right to apply a correctness standard to the Trial Decision, given 

the standard form nature of the wording, the lack of any specific relevant factual context, and the 

prior established case law.  However, on any standard of review, the Trial Decision could not 

stand. 

228. The Court of Appeal was right to articulate a new test for consideration of the border 

between the exclusion and the exception.  That test synthesizes the prior case law and is 

consistent with the wording.  But whether or not this Court endorses the physical and systemic 

connectedness test, the Court of Appeal’s decision should stand. 

PART IV – SUBMISSIONS RESPECTING COSTS 

229. The Appeal should be dismissed, with costs here and in the courts below. 

PART V - ORDERS SOUGHT 

230. Respondents seek an Order that the Appeal be dismissed, with costs here and in the courts 

below. 
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ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 2nd day of March, 2016. 

 

  
Gregory J. Tucker, Q.C.  
Counsel for the Respondents 
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PART VII – STATUTORY PROVISIONS 

Contributory Negligence Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. 
C-27 
 

 
 

Apportionment of liability 

1(1)  When by fault of 2 or more 
persons damage or loss is caused to 
one or more of them, the liability to 
make good the damage or loss is in 
proportion to the degree in which 
each person was at fault but if, 
having regard to all the 
circumstances of the case, it is not 
possible to establish different 
degrees of fault, the liability shall be 
apportioned equally. 

 

 

Negligence Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 333 
  

 
 

Apportionment of liability for 
damages 

1  (1) If by the fault of 2 or more 
persons damage or loss is caused to 
one or more of them, the liability to 
make good the damage or loss is in 
proportion to the degree to which 
each person was at fault. 

Awarding of damages 

2  The awarding of damage or loss in 
every action to which section 1 
applies is governed by the following 
rules: 

… 

(c) as between each person who has 
sustained damage or loss and each 
other person who is liable to make 
good the damage or loss, the person 
sustaining the damage or loss is 
entitled to recover from that other 
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person the percentage of the damage 
or loss sustained that corresponds to 
the degree of fault of that other 
person; 

Apportionment of liability for costs 

3  (1) Unless the court otherwise 
directs, the liability for costs of the 
parties to every action is in the same 
proportion as their respective 
liability to make good the damage 
or loss. 

 

Contributory Negligence Act, R.S.N.B. 
2011, c. 131 
 

Loi sur la Négligence Contributive, L.R. 
1973, ch. C-19 

Liability when fault divided 

1(1)When by the fault of two or 
more persons damage or loss is 
caused to one or more of them, the 
liability to make good the damage 
or loss is in proportion to the degree 
in which each person was at fault 
but if, having regard to all the 
circumstances of the case, it is not 
possible to establish different 
degrees of fault, the liability shall be 
apportioned equally. 

 

Responsabilité en cas de faute 
commune 

1(1) Lorsqu’un dommage ou une perte 
ont été causés par la faute de deux ou 
plusieurs personnes à l’une ou à 
plusieurs d’entre elles, la responsabilité 
de réparer ce dommage ou cette perte 
est proportionnelle à l’importance de 
leurs fautes respectives. Cependant, si 
les circonstances de l’affaire ne 
permettent pas d’établir les divers 
degrés d’importance de leurs fautes, la 
responsabilité se partage à parts égales 

Contributory Negligence Act, R.S.N.L. 1990, 
c C-33 
 

 
 

Apportionment of damage 

2. (1) Where by the fault of 2 or 
more persons damage or loss is 
caused to 1 or more of them, the 
liability to make good the damage 
or loss shall be in proportion to the 
degree in which each person was at 
fault. 
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Contributory Negligence Act, R.S.N.W.T. 
1988, c C-18 
 

 
 

Apportionment of costs 

4.     The liability for costs of the 
parties in an action under this Act is 
in the same proportion as their 
respective liability to make good the 
damage or loss, unless a judge 
otherwise directs. 

 

 

Contributory Negligence Act, R.S.N.W.T. 
(Nu) 1988, c C-18 
 

 
 

 

Apportionment of costs 

4.     The liability for costs of the 
parties in an action under this Act is 
in the same proportion as their 
respective liability to make good the 
damage or loss, unless a judge 
otherwise directs. 

 

 

Contributory Negligence Act, R.S.P.E.I. 
1988, c C-21 
 

 
 

Apportionment of liability 

1. (1) Where by the fault of two or 
more persons damage or loss is 
caused to one or more of them, 
the liability to make good the 
damage or loss shall be in 
proportion to the degree in 
which each person was at fault, 
but if, having regard to all the 
circumstances of the case, it is 
not possible to establish 
different degrees of fault, the 
liability shall be apportioned 
equally. 
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Contributory Negligence Act, R.S.S. 1978, c 
C-31 
 

 
 

Apportionment of damage or loss 

2(1) Where by the fault of two or 
more persons damage or loss is 
caused to one or more of them, the 
liability to make good the damage 
or loss is in proportion to the degree 
in which each person was at fault, 
but if, having regard to all the 
circumstances of the case, it is not 
possible to establish different 
degrees of fault,  the liability shall 
be apportioned equally. 

 

 

Contributory Negligence Act, R.S.Y. 2002, c. 
42 
 

Loi Sur La Négligence Contributoire, L.R.,  ch. 
32 

Apportionment of damage or loss  

1(1) Subject to subsections (2) and 
(3), if by the fault of two or more 
persons damage or loss is caused to 
one or more of them, the liability to 
make good the damage or loss is in 
proportion to the degree to which 
each person was at fault. 

Responsabilité proportionnelle à la faute 

1(1) Sous réserve des paragraphes (2) et (3), 
lorsqu'un dommage ou une perte ont été 
causes par la faute de plusieurs personnes à 
l'une ou plusieurs d'entre elles, la 
responsabilité de réparer le dommage ou la 
perte est proportionnelle à l'importance de 
leur faute respective. 
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